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As Necessary as Tea

Physician and Surgeon,

for the Family

South Parle.

Block,

Maxim

Dear Sirs:—
I have used your very valuable Bitters for about thirty years, and should
Smith and Machinist,
MAINE.
I live as much longer I should still use
SOUTH l' A ItlS.
iIcah> en
them, for they are as necessary to have
Manufacturer ot <enera machinery.ami
tool·»,
machinery
1
in the house as tea is for the table.
■Cities, mill work, «pool
made an I
fiolte. set screw*, tape, dies and drille
should not know how to get along
anil threshing ma
mowing
Sewing,
repaired.
pis- without them.
nine·», pumps of all kinds, presses, nun«,
C.

γ

JONKS,

and promptly rc
lois, knives. traps, etc., neatly
Steam ana water piping done to oMcr.

paired.

γ

May

LBEKT D. PARK.
MAIM

Torme Moderate.

I^ISHEE

Counsellors at Law,

Attorney· an<l

L.

BUCK.

Surgeon Dentist,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

All my best work

|^R.

warranted.

Dentist,
ΜΛ1ΝΚ.

NORWAY,
< >flice Hour»—9 to 13—1 to 4.

γ

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.
Collections a Specially

NORWAY,
Hurne Block.
A PARK.

Attorneys at Law,

MAIN·.
C. Park.

15 ETHEL,

SUerr

Vldteoa R. derrick.

JOHN

HARLOW,

S.

Law,

Attorney at
UlXriELD,

MAINE.

WHEKLER.

"^yRIUHTA

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

James S.

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

A. W. Walker à Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
ALSO

—

H0LLISTER3

Nuggets

Mountain Tea

A Busy Mediates for Buiy People
Brtegs Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
sTH^cifle
for Constipation. Indigestion. Live
A
and Kidu 'v Trouble*. Pimples, Ko/ema, Impure
lil'Kxl, Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels. Headacli"
lUMl Backache. It's R < ky Mountain Tea in tat
lienuiu* made b>
let form. 35 cents a boi.
H lmstkk Dri-o Company, Madison. Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

A Positive
CURE

Ely's Cream Balm!
Is

absorbed.

Slickly
Rati·! at Ones.

Gi··*

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
awav a Cold in the|
Head quickly. lie- Il A V
·
•tores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 30eta., at Druggists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 eta. by maiL
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

LowestPrices in Oxford County.
NORWAY, MAINE.

WANTED
YOU TO SEND US YOUR

CARPETS

OLD

•ml have them matte Into
ileal rable

RUGS
can

one-half the cost of any rug
buy. Sen<t for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUG CO.,

jM CM{rc*i
PORTLAND.

Street,

MAINE.

WANTED.

reeled Pulp Wood. Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on care at
to Bethel,
any R. R. Station from Pownal
the coming year.
Parie.
West
E. W. PENLEY,
J. M. DAY, Bryant'» Pond.
May 30, 1904.

OR. PARMENTER
Bye gpoolal 1 it.

OlauM, Cash or
anteed.

Credit. Satisfaction GuarEyes Tested Free.

wTT. TWT A TNll.

Wanted.

All kinds of Pulp Wood the coming year. Correspondence solicited.
H. D. COLE,
Bryant's Pond, Me.
April lath, 1905.
FIVE EESIDEHCE FOB SALE
la

Norway, known

a*

the

JOHN L. HORNE STAND,
occupied ** * Home for Aged women

ÎTwLTf^t.erod.aeep.
*3·
aad ell aid (table connected.
ITnon nt It

dwelling

•team healer, hot
aad *ha<le tree·.
the original coat.

FREEMAN C.MERRILL, late of Parts, de
cea»ed ; petition (or license to sell and convey

real t stale, alao pe lUoa for allowance out of
l>er*oual estate presented by MaUlda J. Merrill,
widow and administratrix

'*7

M room·,

aad cold water, plenty of >olt
Will be aold for K· U»aa h*lf

AMONG THE FARMERS.
"

SPKKD

Τ UK

rLOW."

MAINE,'TUESDAY

HANNAH M. GL1NES, late of Canton, deceased; tlrst and final account presented for allowance by Henry E. Coolldge, executor.
ELIZA A. STARBIRD, late of Norway, de
ceased; tlrst account presented for allowance b>
Fred H. Stevens, trustee.
ADDISON E. HKRR1CK, Judge of uldCourt.
\ true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASON 10 BLOCK,

NORWAY.

telephone Connection.

Pullets for Sale.
Twelve

May-hatched pullets,

ones.

A.

interesting

the moat

and

Λ

MILLION GUNK

If the farmers of Maine should discontinue raising potatoes or making
butter, thus making it necessary to
send to the West or elsewhere for these
products for their own use, what would
be thought of their business sense? Yet
easily a million dollars are being extracted from Maine farmers' pockets
for horses, annually, which, did they
wish it, could be kept at home to use
for farm improvements. The million
dollars must be counted the profit which
they give to others for doing that which
they could better do themselves. We
believe that the million dollars would
need to be doubled to represent the
amount actually expended for farm and
other utility horses necessary for agricultural and business uses. Count this
half profit add such a course would appear to men in other line* of business,

very short-sighted policy.
We believe our estimate is not placed
too high, since a single dealer in Bangor,
C. W. Morse, has paid over $200,000 for
business horses during the past year.
This, in varying degree, has been taking
place over the entire state and in the
aggregate must total large.
of the horses
A little observation
being driven into the towns and cities
from the country clearly shows why
such large investment in horses must
made. The breeding largely
now be
stopped a horse generation ago and the
horses left upon the farms have, many
of them, become superannuated, as their
Happing ears and epringless gait testify
as they laboriously do their work.
A Western New York horse exchange,
commenting on the account which recently appeared in the Farmer, where
the trip of a horse buver through several states was described, says:
Let any man go out to-day in Western
New York and attempt to find some
as

producing years, as we have given more
straighten out the existing
Oranges.
We have organized 14 subordinate
Granges and re-organized two, giving us
attention to

to

Buffalo in search of some

good

the

present

and in

all alive

time 389

good standing

in the

two Pomona Granges during this year,
Pomonas in the 10 counties
of our state; all doing splendid work for
the Order. We also have eight juvenile
with a total membership of

of

having

sands of dollars.

some

mineral composition.
good brood mare, at least, can be kept

OF

BREAD

SUPPLY.

The

on

of 1905 the larger, the excess in its
thousands of Maine farms with but j crop
favor
amounting, however, to less than
little expense, and the money thus kept
one-fourth of 1 per cent according to the
would make
in the state

Maine Farmer.

now

baud.

"I was Just reading this," he said. "1
round it quite interesting."
Tbe next moment he realized that he
bad said what of all things was tbe
most impolitic. It was nothing less

than a bid for a "canvass," and he fully
expected to be confronted with the necessary order blanks without delay.
But, strangely enough, the book lady
made no such move. She looked at
him, it is true, with an expression of

December.

world's wheat crop of 1905 is
estimated by the Hungarian ministry of
agriculture at 3,189,000,000 bushels of
sixty pounds, against 3.182,000.000 such
bushels last year. Beerbohm's Evening
Corn Trade List puts this year's wheat
crop at 3,223,000,000 bushele of sixty
such bushOne pounds against 3,150,400,000
els in 1904. Both estimates make the

stronger

tion was confoundedly embarrassing.
He felt that be must say something
now, so he made the original observation that it had been a pleasant day.
To this the young lady agreed, but
there was no enthusiasm in her tone.
Then Ralph, nervously fishing for another topic, thought of the book In bis

members of our subordinate Granges.
Eighty per cent of our subordinate
Granges own their own halls, representing a value of 1800,014. Pleasant Valley
Grange Hall, Rockland, cost 115,000.
Caribou Grange has just completed a
hall, which will be dedicated next
month, that will cost 114,000 and we
challenge any state to compare with us
We have dedicited
in this regard.
eight Grange halls since the last session
of the National Grange, that cost an
we have
averago of $4,370 each, and
five more new halls to dedicate before
the session of the State Grange in

hocses and one single driver. He business of some of our subordinate
willing to pay liberally for several Granges will amount to $70,000 tlio
more horses, but he simply could not present year."—Maine Farmer.
find them. Once upon a time he could
World's Wheat.
have picked up a carload of good horses
in Erie county in a short time.
The same ie true of the Eastern states ESTIMATES ON THE TWO GKEAT 80UKCE8

Instead

Ilazeltlne ami his bust chatted for a
The
on various topics.

Granges
170, and these juvenile Granges furnish
a splendid training ecbool for future

Houlton Grange, No. 10, is without
doubt the largest subordinate Grange in
the world, with a paid up membership
of 904 in good standing. The average
membership in our subordinate Granges
is 128 for each Grange in the etate, and
in all lines of Grange work we are as
well established as we are In reeard to
membership. Our increase for the past
to no
year has been 4,408, and is second
in Maine,
agency outside of the schools
The Grange is regardas an educator.
ed as the foremost spokesman of the
agricultural interests.
Our, Grange insurance companies are
a large business, carrying risks in

possible many
estimate, and 2.1 per cent
being neglected.— Hungarianto the figurea given by Beeraccording

bohm.
The Hungarian estimate for rye is
1,539.000,000 bushels of fifty-six pounds
againet 1,851,000,000 such bushele last
15
year. The decrease, which exceeds
per cent, is attributed chiefly to the
large deficiency in the Russian crop of
this grain. Unimportant as is the place
that rye occupies among the ceieals
cultivated in the United States, it is by
as a part of the
no means unimportant
world's bread supply, nor is it without
effect on the price obtainable for the
exportable wheat surplus of the United

'05.

FOR SALE.

Special

3 Piece Toilet Set

OUR SPECIAL
Christmas Price

M xJU

%
\r

H H. MACY <a CO.
NEW YORE

and what seemed to be amusement on ber face. He was certain that
her lips twitched as she said calmly:
"Did you? I am glad to hear it."
This dispassionate remark was entirely unexpected, and the electrician,
as Captain Erl would have said, "lost

surprise

"/ biy your pardon, hut who do you
think I am t "

gilt titles

ou

the Imposing "Lives of

Great Naval Commanders" havlug received their share of the general dusting now shone forth resplendent, and
the captain noticed Ralph's eye as it
Involuntarily turned toward them.
"Noticin' our library?" he chuckled.
"Perez's property, that is.
'Gusty
Black talked him into buyln' 'em."
Ralph laughed. "So you have book
ugents, too?" be said.

"Well, we've got 'Gusty," was the
reply, "and she's enough to keep us
gnin'. Gits round reg'lar as clockwork
once a month to collect the $2 from
Teres. It's her day now, and I told
Perez that that was why he sneaked

off to Barry's. You eee, 'Gusty'e after
him to buy the history of Methuselah
or some old critter, and he don't like
She's after me, too, but
to see her.
I'm 'fraid she don't

agement"

git much

encour-

After they had talked a little longer
the captain seemed to remember something, for be glanced at his watch aud
said: "Mr. Hazeltine, I wonder if 1
could git you to do me a favor? I
really ought to go down and see to my

shanty.

afore

Ain't been there sence day
and there's so many

yesterday,

boys round I'm 'fraid to leave it unlocked much longer. I thought some of
the folks would be back 'fore this, but
if you could stay here long enough for
me to run down there a minute or
I'll
two I'd be ever so much obliged.
step up and see how John is."
He went upstairs and returned to
report that the patient was quiet anil

A Needed Reform.
The annual meeting of the Maine j
State Pomological Society which was j
held in Canton recently was a great sue-,
There was confusion
cohs in every way.
seemed to be usleep.
A set of double runuer, one horse in the public mind because of an error of
printed dates, but this matter was dual"If you hear him groan or anything,"
sleds, nearly new. \lso two sleighs- ly straightened out and the attondance
he said, "Jest come to the door and
were
The speeches
many
was excellent.
Will be sold at a low price.
whistle. Whistle anyway if you want
and good and will give a great impetus;
Ain't nobody likely to come, 'less
me.
of
the.
One
Inquire of
in
Maine.
to orcharding
it's 'Gusty or the Rev. Perley come to
H. N. BOLSTER.
most important actions taken was the
ask 'bout John. If it's a middlin' good
appointment of a committee to agitate j States.
lookin' young woman with a satchel,
and secure legislation looking to a be'NOTICE.
the wheat and rye crops of the
If
her
ter and more careful grading and packthe Hungarian that's 'Gusty. Don't whistle. Tell
as estimated by
The subscriber hereby gives notiee that he
world,
of fruit for the foreign market. It,
I'll be back lu a jiffy, but
has been duly appointed admtnl*tra'or of the iug
of agriculture, be taken to- I'm out.
ministry
is a notorious fact that Canadian apples
estate of
un
gether and expressed In centals of 100 you needn't t Ί either of them so
FRANCETTA FLETCHER, late of <umner,
bring from two to four shilliugs more
this year's estimate for the two less your conscience hurts you too
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
pouuds,
th;m
A'l persons having per barrel in the London market
bonds as the law direct·*.
bread graius combined will be much."
Now, there great
demands against the estate of «aid deceased are those shipped from Maine.
found to be about 5 1-8 per cent below
After tin; captain bad gone Kaipn
desire·I to present the same for settlement, and is no
there
but
this
for
excuse
possible
the estimate for last year.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paytook down a volume of the "Great
is a reason. The Canadian orchardists
ment Immediately.
Commanders" and sat down lu a chair
ALTON C- WHEELER.
are
Nov. .'1st. 1*16.
very careful about grading their
Raise Best Heifer Calves.
the table to look It over. He was
fruit, while the packing is the very best
cattle I select by
In
Ayrshire
breeding
and neatest. It is this fact that counts
smiling over the gaudy illustrations
a sire from a good deep milking dairy
in the foreign market. Maine apples {
of batcow of good size and a good constitu- aud flamboyant descriptions
heat the world in color and flavor and
tles when there was a step ou the
one that traces back on both sides
tion;
they shonld command the highest price. to extra
good dairy ancestors. I always walk outside and a knock at the door.
Nothing prevents this but the utter care- aim to raise my best heifer calves. The "Which Is it." he thought, "'Gusty or
of
the
lessness and too often dishonesty
feed consists mostly of timothy bay and
packer. One dishonest packer will clover mixed, fed twice a day in winter. the reverend?"
aud
whole
section
Obviously it was .Miss Black. She
;
bring discredit on a
Sweet corn fodder once a day and
stood ou the uiieu slab that formed the
the innocent must as a result suffer with |
beneis
of
straw
a foddering
the guilty. It is to put a stop to t'uis occasionally
and looked up at him as he swung
ficial. For grain I feed a mixed ration step
practice that legislation is desired. Dr. 1
the door open. She had a small leather
feed
mixed
of
corn
meal,
Geo. M. Twitchell of Elmwood Farm composed
and gluten; two parts bran to one bag in her hand, Just as the captain
bas been appointed on this committee (bran)
each of corn meal and gluten. Four to had said she would have, but it Hashed
and he will at ouce institute steps lookpounds a day are fed to each caw across Mr. Hazeitine's mind that the
ing to a reform in this matter. It is a eight
when in stable. When cows are at rest of the description was not a fair
matter of the most vital importance to
I do not feed grain.
She was certainly much more
oue.
our farmers and one and all should en- grass,
My cows are stabled most of the time
looklu'!"
courage this work. Whoever saw the in cold weather with a little exercise on than "mlddlin' good
"Is Captain Hedge in?" she asked.
magnificent fruit on exhibition in Canof
have
They
plenty
ton recently must surely feel humiliated pleasant days.
Now, from his friend's hints Ralph
sunshine. My experience thus far in
and lament the fact that such apples
had expected to hear a rather sharp
I
is
that
stock
must be sold abroad at a much lower breeding thoroughbred
better dairy animals by following and unpleasant voice—certain disagreeprice than is paid for inferior fruit of get
back and having the best an- able remembrances of former encounCanada. Our Pomologioal society has pedigrees
If one breeds from common ters with female book agents had helpcestors.
taken hold of this matter none too soon
etock he cannot trace back to ancestors ed to form the Impression perhaps—
for a radical reform in grading and packfrom memory and most of that is but Miss Black's voice was mellow,
only
is
ing apples necessary.
guess work. The progeny from a good
quiet aud rather pleasing than otherdairy sire has a good clean cut bead and wise.
The Age for Fattening.
neck with a good body to match. Most
It requires about half as much grain breeders
"No," said Mr. Hazeitine, obeying orenjoy taking care of a good
to produce a hundred pounds of gain on animal.
ders with < xactitude. "Captain Hedge
^
calves as on two-year-olds. The MisU* By Sold F« $10.00
The Ayahire is bred for a dairy ani- is out Just now."
"
souri Agricultural College has definitely
mal, and most of them are extra good
'Gusty"-somehow the name didn't
the
moet
that
demonstrated
profitable milkers, and persistent dairy cows. seem to fit—was manifestly disappointstill
are
is
while
cattle
fatten
to
they
age
They are very active foragers, just ed.
young. The older the animal, the more adapted to New England pastures and
"Oh. deal !" she said, and then added,
food is required to produce a given climate.
They also fatten well when "Will he be back soon?"
have arrived at
stations
Other
of
beef.
the
best
gain.
They
dry, and make
Now lliis was a question uuprovided
the same result. The Central Experi- also are a
very showy animal in color,
The opp<irtunlt.v of pur«-ha*lni: so h.ind
ment Sutton Farm at Ottawa, Can., red and white, and sell readily to drovers for.
Ualpli stammered and then misGif·
Christmas
a
some mill serviceable
found by comparing 1000 pounds live when fresh in milk for a good price.—C. erably equivocated. He really couldn't
for so little money seldom presents itself
weight in the case of calves, yearlings, A. Abell, Franklin County, Vt.
say Just when the captain would reOnly th·· immense purchasing power o! two and three-year-olds that the profit
turn.
the Gigantic establishment of MACY'S for each one
thousand pounds was:
N.
J.
Hon.
Bachelder,
The election of
"Oh. dear!" said the young lady
the larsrot Dry Uootlo and Depart|31 ; yearlings, 127; two-year-olds, for ao many years Maater of the New
Calves,
ment Store lu the country, makes suet
When
of
as
Master
$12.80.
State
Grange,
again. Then she seemed to be waiting
$19.10; three-year-olds,
Hampshire
offerings possible. The toilet set here of- all the cattle of all ages were purchased the National Orange, is proof that the for some further observation on the
ol
fered is typical of the A1ACY metln>d
at 4c. a pound and sold fat at 5c., the wise counsels of former years will pre- part of the gentleman at the door.
of an
pricing. It Is an exact reproduction
profit on $1000 invested in feeding was: vail. His election is not only a recog- None being forthcoming, she seemed to
Is
heavily
set.
expensive sterling sliver
Calves, $557.50; yearlings, $284; two- nition of the intrinsic worth of the man make up her mind to act on her owp
hardened
triple plated on high grade,
v ear-olds,
three-year-olds, but also of the worth of the Order in initiative.
$198.75;
a
Britannia metal. The set consists of
F. B. Mumkobd.
New England. Every loyal patron in
$177.50.
In
Inches
"I think I will come in and wait,"
5
mirror
beveled plate glass
Maine will rejoice at the result, for it
off
decision. And come In
rows
IS
penetrating
Silage.
Paiatabliity
diameter, brush with
insures added strength to our agricultural she said with
bristles, and comb 7\t inches long, with
Cows as well as other stock have a interests and a firm upholding of the she did, Mr. Hazeitine not knowing
car*
coarse and fine teeth. With ordinary
wonderful liking for silage, and I believe essentials of right living. Brother Bach- exactly what to do under the clrcuin11
this set will last for twenty years.
much of the success in feeding it can be elder is an able and conacientioua ex- 8 tances.
that
you are not satlsfled after purchasing
attributed to its palatability, said C. P. ponent, both in hia life and public or
Now this was much more in keeping
wt
It Is all and more than we claim,
Goodrich at Round Up institute, Eau private services, of true-hearted Ameri- with the electrician's preconceived
cheerfully refund your money, as on all Claire, Wis. They even prefer it, to a can citizenship, and under hia leaderideas of a book agent's behavior. Nevremembei
goods purchased from us. And
certain extent at least, to fresh cut for- ship the Orange will go forward. We
he turned and found the
with MACY'S. a housethe pastures. I ahaJI misa the enthusiasm and faithful- ertheless when
in
or
you are dealing
grass
gond
age
in the middle of
a name
hold word for forty-eight years,
have seen cowa in June, when on good ness of Brother Jones, but hia mantle youug lady standing
T*uth
that stands Tor Reliability. Probity.
which had been fed silage ctuld not have fallen »pon a more wor- the tloor he felt obliged to be at least
pasture·,
c»h than
We sell more tcooda far
every day, come to the gate at 4 o'clock thy aucceesor.—Geo. M. Twitchell in decently polite.
in the t'alted State*, in the afternoon and bellow and ask to Maine Farmer.
"Won't you take a chair?" he asked.
uy other atore
under·
we
come to the barn and get silage, which
and. «taality for <|uallty,
"Thank you," laid the caller and
la th· lalte4
Dairy and Food Commiaaioner Ε. K. took oue.
•ell every other atore
they wonld eat greedily and with apof
the
Paul
of
of
8t.
Slaker
the
dnty
apoke
State·.
parently great reliah. I have seen
The situation was extremely awkto bimaelf, to hia
experiment made off offering oows at the the bnttermaker
but Ralph felt that loyalty to
ward,
The
to
the
atate.
butterand
the
field
from
creamery
is same time corn cut fresh
Our Christmas Gifts Catalogue
accom- Captain Erl forbade his doing anymuat
be
an
honeat
maker
man,
the
bewaa
that
year
put up
will be seat and silage
the self posnow ready for mailing and
fore. Every cow chose the silage and modating to thoae with whom he oomea thing that might urge
Instead of racking ate that first.—Maine Farmer.
in contact. He muat be a force in the sessed Hiss Black to prolong her visit,
free ou request.
of a suitcommunity In which he lives, and it so for a time he said nothing. The
your brains iu the selection
the other day at would be better if he is a business man.
stated
iarmer
A
York
a
write
lady looked out of the window,
postal
able Christmas Gift,
for making a reputation young
a grocery store fireeide that his winter The best place
and Mr. Hazeitine looked at her. He
ConNo
is
an
card NOW for our Catalogue.
a
25
οία,
cents
dilapidated creamery.
supply of corn cost him only
was more than ever of the opinion that
Illus"
bushel this fall when most of bis neigh- matter how bad the creamery la, it can
tains thousands of suggestions.
the "mlddlin' term should be.cut out
no
of
Is
clean.
There
be
The
cents.
75
kept
danger
about
trated. with prices, of suitable holiday bors were paying
as good butter will al- of her description. He rather liked her
rather
looked
atore
the
over-production,
about
ITS listeners
liked
gifts for muu. woman or child.
appearance, so be decided. He
incredulous. "Where'd you buy your ways And a good demand.
FKEE.
the way she wore her hair, so simple j
corn?" asked one. "Didn't buy it; raisShort orop of apples in Michigan; qual- an
Addraaa Rmb Ml
ed it myself," was the reply, as with
arrangement, bnt so effective. Also
self-satisfied smile he again lit bis pipe, ity about the aame as last year. Part he liked her dress. It was the first taibuttoned up hia coat and started out to of Allegan Co. has good crop. Choice lor made walking suit he had seen,
mount into hia aubetantlal Concord fruit mostly sold at 13 per Wrel.—C.
since his arrival In Orham. And worn
S. Bassett.
wagon.
by a country book agsnt of all people!

Dec 4,

thou Miss Black turued and
caught hint intently gazing at her. She
colored, apparently with displeasure,
and looked out of tbe window again.
Mr. Hazeltiue colored also and fidgeted
with the book on tbe table. The situaJust

making 26

was

in
money left yearly by city dealers
every neighborhood most farmers are
now obliged to turn over a good round
sum for horses for actual farm use every
few years and that, too, for horses that
must become acclimated, and which
often are poorly trained, besides being
less enduring and of poorer mettle than
horses fed upon the soils containing a

[OUWmUED.]

Order, with an average membership of
128 per Grange. We have organized few inimités

ed

generally.

Copyright, 1004, by A. S. Berne» ts Co., Publisher·, 190 Fifth Avenue,
New York. All Rifhts Reserved

subordinate
Granges, representing 49,934 members,
at

coach horses
high-class road, carriage
and see how difficult it would be for him doing
to find a carload in any two of the the aggregate amounting to $30,000,000,
counties in this end of the state. A and furnish a safe insurance to the
year ago a gentleman from the East patrons as well as saving for them thouor

came

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

former years, but our inorease of membership has kept pace with the best

FOR NAUGHT.

NUMBER 50.

DECEMBER 12, 1905.

CAP'N ERI

important re-

was made by State Master Gardner
practical agricultural toplce porte
CorreepomWnce
Among other thing· he aaid:
la solicited
Aiidreea all communication· in- of Maine.
tended (or thla department to Uikit 1».
"We have had more than twenty-five
Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem- thousand
Orange meetings in Maine durocrat. Parla. Me.
ing the past year, and the Order is a
recognized power for good by all classes
The Horse.
of our people. We have not organised
as many subordinate Granges as in some
on

nicej improvements

J. PENLEY,
South Paris, Me.

ι

Maine Report at National Orange.
At the National Orange, in aeaeion
laat week in Atlantic City, N. J., one of

single drivers and matched pairs. He
Co-operation is our watchword, and
HANNAH M. GLISES, late of Canton, de- spent two weeks scouring Erie and manv of our patrons receive large financollateral
of
determination
for
;
ceased petition
counties and was forced to go cial benefits by and through this agency.
Inheritance tax presented by Henry E. Coolldge, Wyoming
home with two pairs of green undevelop- I am informed that the co-operative
executor.

Christmas

hamleome,

at about
you

BENJAMIN S. DOE. late of Paris, deceased;
petition for order of dUtrlbuUon Hied by Kate
H. Doe, administratrix.
Κ BANCETTA FLETCHER, of Sumner; tlnal
account present for allowance by James S.
Wright, guardian.
GEORGE P. WHITNEY, late of Oxford, de
ceased; flnal account presented for allowance,
also peUUon for order of distribution, by Walter
L. Gray, administrator.
ALV1N M. RYERSON, late of Paris, deceased ;
final account pre-muted for allowance by SI aria
M. Ryerson, administratrix.
NELLIE E. DlCOSTA, late of Buckfleld, de
ceased ; peUtlon that Fred W. Record or sooie
other suitable person be appointed admlnls

—

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

Roc'cy

presented
in named.

trator.

and Counsellors at Law,

Attorney·

Τ υ all persona Interested In either of the Estate*
hereinafter name I
At a Prot>ate Court, bel<l at Parte. In an<l
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tueeday of
Nov., la the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred an<l live.
having been presented for the arUo· thereupon
1»
It
Indicated.
hereinafter
hereby Ori>eru>:
That notice thereof be given to all person» Interested. by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on the
third Tueeday of December, A. D. laoô, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
NANCY L MARSHALL, late of Norway, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
by Clara A. Snow, the executrix therein named.
LUCRETIA MEM.EN. late of Pari*, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
by Mary I Mellen, the executor there-

presented

SMITH,

J£ERRICK

ΡΗΟΒΛΤΕ NOTICE».

published

JONKS.

H. P.

r.

MRS. F. C..TRUE,
Readfield, Me.
remedy of established

PARKER,

Λ

MAINS.
Rl'MFORD FALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei
<»eortre L). Blsbee,
/I

25. 1903.

yours,

A
family
merit. You may profit by the experience of others.
Always keep "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters in the house.

Libeneed Auctioneer,
SOUTH PARIS.

truly

I am very

i

Democrat.

Oxford

The

completely.
"Yes—er—yes," be stammered. "Very

his bearings"

interesting indeed. I—I suppose you
must take a good many orders in the
course of a week."

good many orders?"
"Why, yes. Orders for

"A

the books, I
The books—the 'Great Naval
Lives'—er—these books here."
"I beg your pardon, but who do you
think I am?"
mean.

And it was then that the perception
of some tremendous blunder began to
lie bad
seize upon Mr. Hazeltlne.
been red before. Now he felt the redness creeping over bis scalp under his

bair.

"Why—why—Mies Black, I suppose
that is, I"—
Just here the door opened and Cap-

tain Eri came In. He took ofT his cap
and then, seeing the visitor, remained
standing, apparently waiting for an
introduction. But the young lady did

not keep him waiting long.
"Are you Captain Eri Hedge?" ebe
asked.
"Yes'm," answered the captain.
"Oh, I'm so glad. Your letter came

this morning, and I hurried down on
I'm Elizabeth Presthe first train.
ton."

won't you:"
But Sir. Hazeltlne wouldn't sit still.
He announced tbat It was late and be
must be going. And go be did in spite

of bis host's protestations.
''Look out for the stairs," cautioned
the captain, leading the way with tbe
lamp. "Tbe feller tlint built 'em must
have b'lleved that savin' distance
lengthens out life. Come to think of it,
I wouldn't wonder If them stairs was
the reason why me and Jerry and Pe-

took this house. They reminded us
of the shrouds on a tfiree master."
Elsie Preston did lier best to smile as
her companion rattled on In this fashIon, but both the smile and the captain's cheerfulness were too plainly assumed to be convincing, and they
passed down the ball in silence. At the
oi»eu door of the sickroom Captain Erl
rez
so

you!"
Captain

see

Erl's hand, with Miss Preston's hidden in it, was moving up and
ilown, as if Jt worked by a clockwork
arrangement The young lady withdrew her Augers from the trap as soon
as she conveniently could, but it might
tiave been noticed that she glanced at
them when she had done so, as if to
make sure that the original shape remained.
"Thank you, Captain Hedge," she
iald. "And now please tell me about
grandfather. How is he? May I see

him?"
The captain's expression changed to
jne

of concern.

"Why, now, Miss Preston," he said,
"your grandpa Is pretty sick. Oh, I
ilou't mean he's golu' to die right off or
anything like that," he added hastily.

"I meau he's had a stroke of palsy or
eomethin', and he ain't got so yit that
be senses much of what goes on. Now,
I don't want to frighten you, you know,
but really there's a chance—a little
mite of a chance—that he won't know

now
you. Don't feel bad If he don't,
will you?"
"I knew he must be very ill from
"I
your letter," said the girl simply.
was afraid that he might not be living
when I reached here. They told me at

the station that he was at your house,
and so I came. He has been very good
to me, and I"—
Her voice broke a little, and she hesi-

Erl was a picture of
distress.
"Yes, yes, I know," he said hastily.
"Don't you worry now. He's better.
The doctor said he was considerably
better today, didn't he, Mr. Hazeltlne?
what am I thlnkin' of? Let me

tated.

nervous

Captain

Why,

make you known to Mr. Hazeltlne,
next door neighbor of ours, right across
the road." And he waved toward the

bay.

Ralph and Miss Preston shook hands.
The electrician managed to utter soma,
sort of formality, but he couldn't have
told what It was. He was glad when
the captain aunounced that If Mr. Hazeltlne would excuse them he guessed
Miss Prestou and he would step upstairs and see John. The young lady
took off her hat and Jacket, and Capa lamp, for It was altain Erl
lighted

most dark by this time. As Its light
shone upon the visitor's face and hair
the crimson flush before mentioned cir-

cumnavigated the electrician's head

more, and his bump of self esteem received a finishing blow. That
falrany man supposed to possess two
once

lv good

eyes and

a

workable brain

was

got used to the change aud gloried
in it, but to Captain Jerry it was not
altogether welcome.
"Oh, cat's foot!" he exclaimed one
day after hunting everywhere for his
Sunday tie and at length finding it in
his bureau drawer. -I can't git use·I to
this everlastiu' spruced up bus'nc.«s.
Way it used to be, this necktie was

likely to be most anywheres round,
and if I looked out in the kitciien or
under the sofy 1 was Jest us likely to
find it. But now everything's got a
place aud is in It."
"Well, that's the way it ought to be,
ain t ItV" said Eri. "Then ail you've

lie

ed amazement lighting up his face like
"You don't mean to tell
α sunrise.
me you're 'Liz'beth Baxter's gal Elsie!
Well, well! I want to know! If this
don't beat all! Set down! Take your
things right off! I'm mighty glad to

And so It wae Mttled, and- Captain
Perez harnessed Daniel and went to
the station for the trunk.
That evening Just before going to
bed the capta lus stood by the door of
the sickroom watching Elsie and the
lady from Nantucket as they sat beMrs. Snowside· John Baxter's bed.

soou

Neither his two partners nor
himself had given much thought to the
granddaughter of the sick man in the
that
upper room. The captain knew
there was a granddaughter; hence his
letter. But he had heard John Baxter
«peak of her as being in school somewhere lu Boston aud had all aloug conceived of her as a miss of sixteen or
thereabout. No wonder that at tiret

"Elizabeth Preston," repeated the visitor.
"Captain Baxter's granddaughYou wrote me that he was ill,
ter.
you know, and 1"—
"What!" roared the captaiu, delight-

J

I

to stay with your grandpa for a little was:
"Humph! 'Twould take more than
while, so I'll go downstairs and see
after a stroke
about supper. Xo, no. no," be added, that to make me hanker
of palsy."
the
as
his
band
girl
spoke
holding up
And with the coming of Eisie Preston
sjme words of protest, "you ain't goin'
little house
nowheres to supper. You're goin' to and .Mrs. Snow life in the
took on a decided change.
stay right here. If you want me, jest by the shore
The Nantucket lady, having satisfied
speak."
herself that John Baxter's illness was
Ami he hurried downstairs and into
to be a long one, wrote several
the kitchen, clearing his throat with likely
letters to persons in her native town,
vigor and making a great to do over
which letters, although she-did not say
the scratching of a match.
the captains to
Mrs. Snow returned a few minutes so, were supposed by
deal with the care of her property
later, aud to her the news of the arrivwhile she was away. Having apparent
al was told, an it was also to Perez and
relieved her mind by this method
Jerry when they came. Mrs. Snow t w'; ly
and evidently considering the marriage
charge of the supper arrangements.
for the present, she
When the meal was ready she said to question postponed
settled down to nurse the siek man u:i I
Captain Erl:
as in her opinion a house
"Now I'll go upstairs and tell h··? to keep house
The captains knew
I'll stay with Cap'n should be kept.
to come down.
of lier past history beyond
nothing
and
then
Baxter till you're through,
what they had gathered from stray bits
p'raps if one of you'll take my place
She evidently did
I'll eat my supper and wash the dishes. of her conversation.
tell anyI'll intro- not consider it necessary to
You needn't come up now.
thing further, and, on the other hand,
duce myself."
Some few minutes passed before asked no questions.
In h»r care of Baxter she was more
Miss Preston came down. When she
a sister than a hired nurse. No
like
her
man·
but
were
wet.
did so her eyes
wife could have been more tender in
uer was cheerful, and the unaffected
her ministrations or more devotedly
way In which she greeted Captain IV
anxious for the patient's welfare.
rez aud Captain Jerry when these two
In her care of the house she was
rather bashful mariners were Intro
neatness itself. She scoured and swept
duced by Erl won them at once.
and washed until the rooms were literally spotless. Order was heaven's first
law, in her opinion, and she expected
every one else to keep up to the standard. Captain Perez aud Captain Eri

____

ag'ln?"

I

seems

the room and placed the lump on the said.
But if this was meant to Influence
bureau.
betrothed one It didu't succeed, apthe
u
said
lu
he
think
I
likely,"
"Now,
for all Captain Jerry said
rather husky whisper, "that you'd like parently,

CHAPTER IX.

looked at the stylishly gowned
young woman, who stood before him
with one gloved hand extended, in a
puzzled, uncomprehending way.
"Excuse me, uiu'am," he said slowly, mechanically swallowing up the
proffered hand in his own mammoth
list, "but I don't know's I Jest caught
the name. Would you mind saylu' It

with your grandpa so long
if you must be a sort of relation
of mlue-EIsIe, you ain't goiu' to no
hotel—that Is, unless you're real set on
Your grandpa's here,, and wç're
It
here, and there's ^οοπι enough. I don't
want to say too much, but I'd like to
have you b'lieve that me and Perez
and Jerry want you to stay right In
this honse Jest as long's you stop In
Orham. Now you will, won't you?"

lined to this cverlautin'
up bun'now."
Tlie supper was u great success. It
was Saturday uiglit, and a Saturday
uight sapper to the average New Eng
lander means baked beans. The cap
talus had long ago given up tbis beloved dish because, although each had
tried his baud at preparing it, none
had wholly succeeded, and the caustic
criticisms of the other two had prevented further trials. But Mrs. Snow's
baked beans were a triumph. So also

"/ can't

ιilt

spruced

the brown bread.
As they rose from the table the young
lady asked a question concerning tho
The captain
location of the hotel.
made no answer at the time, but after
was

For Thin
Babies

■

chums

knitting and Elsie was reading.
Later as Captain Eri peered out of the
paused.
window to take a final
"He's asleep," he whispered, "aud, diniug room
in order to get u line
remember, if he wakes up and doesn't look at the sky
on the weather he said slowly:
know you you needn't feel bad."
"Fellers, do you know what I was
Elsie slipped by blm and knelt by
I see them two women
the bed, looking into the white, old think in' when
I was tliinkin' that
face on the pillow. Somehow the harsh in there with John?
to
lines had faded out of it, aud it looked it must be a mighty pleasant thing
know that if you're took sick somebody
aud
old
pitiful.
only
Tbe captain watched the tableau for like that'll take care of you."
Perez nodded. "I think so, too," he
a moment or two and then tiptoed Into

ERHAPS, ou the whole. It Is
not surprising that Captain
liri diilu't grasp the situation.

■M WEEKLY
NEW YORK LETTER

eiiort consulta don with the remainder of the triumvirate he came to her
as she stood by the window and. laying
hie hand on her shoulder, said:
"Now, Elsie—I hope you don't mind
my callln' you Elsie, but I've beeu
a

could tiare mistaken her for an Orbam
Neck book agent by the name of
44
Gusty—'Gusty Black!" Heavens!
"I'll be down In a few minutes, Mr.
Hazeltine," said the captain. "Set still,

got to do is l.juk in the place."
"Yes. and that's Jest it. I'm always
forgitt in the place. My shoes is secli a
place, my bankerchers is secli a place,
my pipe is secli a plat"·, my tcrba< lier
is another place. When I want my pipe
I go and look where my shoes h. am!
when I want my shoes I «> an 1 !·>>!.
where I found my pipe. IIow a feller's
goin' to keep run of 'em is what I can't
see."
"lou

was

growliu'
way."

tlie

uie

on»?

ukil u.u

m i^i

ui

when things was the old

'■Yes, but Jest 'cause a man don't
wunt to live in η pigpen it nin'i η » sign
he warts to be put under a gla> ; case."
Elsie's iniluencc upon tin* house and
its inmate» had become almost as

Timely Suggestions For Holiday Shop·
pers—Vanity Bags Completely Furnished—Increased Size In Shopping
Bags—Smart Leather and Pigskin
Gift· For Men.

By RENE DEVERAUX.

When one realizes that Christinas,
•.villi itH Intervening crop of blizzards
and snowstorms. Is barely η month off
It is none too early to begin thinking
In fart, even New
of tin· holidays.
Yorkers, past masters in the art of
"rushing," are already buzzing around
the holiday displays like bees in a rose

garden.

Kach large department store has its
little wily methods to tempt the
unwary to pirt with their money, and

own

bypaths attractively festooned with

Christmas decorations lure one to counters appropriately placarded "For Holiday «Jilts." Anil Ibdeed such counters
are veritable treasure houses, where
one tinds unlimited suggestions, showing admit-:.Mo forethought on the part
of those who have the interest of their
patrons at heart as well as their own.
in an exclusive shop in the vicinity
■if the Waldorf is an uncommonly ut·

"Christmas
tractive
bag display,"
around which at any hour of the day
last week might have been seen a
crush of fashionable shoppers three
deep. Certainly the extraordinary possibilities of leather were most smartly
emphasized here, the collection of bags

being something

to dream of.
In the construction and furnishings of
this season's shopping and vanity bags

Novelties in vanity baoh and
Tl l(K OPKItA («LASSES.

minia-

every whim of fastidious femininity
has 1»<·«*ιι anticipated, and not to the
extent of a lot of space tilling frippery,
mark you. for each little accessory in
of admlraMc workmanship ami excel-

lent material.
There \v« e seen here a nuinlier of
handsome ι ,;gs of colored leathersrich purple wines and siccus, I trough t
out to match gowns of corresponding
colors, I.ill the ever elegant black with
gold and gun metal mountings in all
the smal l llew shapes were «ihgied out

among the others on account of their
Ht vie.
A particularly handsome vanity bag
was nf black «cal of generous proportions. com ηiciitly tit ι··<1 with s:rap
handle, λ* i ll purse pocket on the outon th6
side. ami in individual
Inside were a dainty pair of op.-ra
glasses, tiny powder pull'and hand mirror. a pearl handled glove fastener and
.1 cliarn iii-' litti·· feather fan with tortoise shcil sticks, the hrowu tipped
feathers matching tilt* shell sticks per-

fectly.
Λ pin seal hag

was lined throughout
with l»resi!eu silk, with a suede lined
lu this hag
center pocket for jewels,
were a memo, pad and pencil, gold
trimmed opera glasses and powder puff
and mirror.
The newest shopping bags are enormous affairs, exceedingly handsome
ones being of black walrus leather lin-

with black kid. the corners being
protected by gold mountings. These
are lifted with a small change purse

ed

?'id cardcase.
Miniature opera glasses which slip
ea.vly int » the vest pocket are fast superseding I he old style larger ones, but
where the latter are carried there are
many very lovely bags for such purposes. Λ charmiiiU opera bag is made
cloth of gild with gold filigree
mountings, ami bags of soft Dresden

of

marked as Mrs. Snow's. The young ribbons are as popular as ever.
Kxcellent s ift leather and suede collady was of an artistic bent, and the
stiff ornaments in tlie shut up parlor lar ba rs for men. Just the right size to
and the wonderful oil paiuliutfs jarrud draw ii|i over collars to be carried In
wax
upon bet*. Strange to say. even the

the suit case, were among

a

number of

for
dipped wreath that hung in its circular smart leather and pigskin gifts
black frame over the whatnot did not men hut this is another story, which
uppeul to her. The captains considered will come Inter.
iter counter of another shop
On the
that wreath—it had been the principal
shirt waist
floral offering at the funeral of Captain were a nut ; >er of exipiisite
I'erez's sister, and there was a lock of patterns. each folded and tied into a
a
her lialr framed with it—the gem of the neat square b >x a trille larger than
establishment. They could understand handkerchief box. These patterns were
·>:· s. smart blue and
to a certain degree why Miss I'restou of new was'i f
snowobjected to the prominence given the green cheeked »i' !ras. dainty
de lis design* and (plaint
spatter work "<»o«l Bless Our Home" drop and tlciir
·■

great account

Fat is of
to

baby ;

a

that

is

why

If your
baby is scrawny, Scott's
Emulsion is what he
babies

are

fat.

The healthy baby
stores as fat what it does
not need immediately for
wants.

Fat

bone and muscle.

babies

are

not cry ;

happy ; they do
they are rich ;

their fat is laid up for

They
happy because they
time of need.

comfortable. The fat

are
are
sur-

rounds their little nerves
and cushions them. When

they

scrawny those
are hurt at every

are

nerves

«

ungentle touch. They
delight in Scott's Emulsion.

It

is

as

sweet

as

wholesome to them.
Sand for from sample.
Be sure that thla picture In
the form of a label Is on the
wrapper of every bo'.tle of
Emulsion you buy·

Scott 6r Bowne
Chemists
409*4tS Peart Street
Mew York
50c. and $ I 00
All Druggist·

motto, hut her failure to enthuse over
the wreath was inexplicable.
But by degrees they became used to
seeing the blinds open at the parlor
windows the week through, and innovations like curtains and vases lilted
with late wild dowers came to be at
tiret tolerated and then liked. "Elsie's
notions." the captains *»alW>d fhein

Iτο

aa

ooimnuu).J

American KsuIterance.
A prominent English statesman who
visited this country a few years ago
the nawas talking with friends about
tional characteristics of Americans and
that the westerngave it us his opinion
of the
er is the most truly humorous

citizens of the United States.
"Why," said the Briton in explanation, "c relative of mine who frequentof
visits the States for purposes

ly

entranced
sport tells me that he was
by the reply uiade to him by the prohe
prietor of a hotel iu Nebraska when
asked if there were any quail in the
vicinity.

"'Quail!' exclaimed the proprietor.
to
Ί should say so! Why, they've got
l>e α regular nuisance round here. My
cook

complains

that she can't throw η

window withpiece of toast out of the
see
out four or five fat quail fighting to
which shall get on it!'" —Woman's
Home

Companion.

Sllffhtljr ■•perilaeoa.
The man of this story Is u very light
sleeper, on· who is easily wakened nud
who U a long time getting to sleep.
In a Vermont -hotel he bad at last got

sound asleep when a loud rap, repeated, awoke him.
"What's wanted?"
"Package downstairs for you."
"Well, it cau wait till morning, I

suppose'/"

The boy departed, and after a long
time the man was sound asleep again,
wheu there came another resounding
knock at the door.
"Well, what is It now?" be inquired.
"
'Tain't for you, that package!"—

Boston Herald.

figures, each liox containing

a

waist

pattern.

[Our readers may have any question
concerning fnshion or fabrics answered
without charge by It<>ne Dcivriux. the
fashion exp ri. by η it d routing Hen.1 Dev·
eraux, Γ. <·. Ιΐοχ ϋ·»ι>. Madison S tiiare.
New York. inclosing stamp for reply.)
Itnuk Cnretrminciu.

A New Yorker who. being rich, employs a man servant said to his valet

one

morning, "llo.skin!"

"Sir." said

"You nue getting careless,
the man.
Iloskin."
Oh, sir, I hope not. sir."
"You don't brush my clothes regularly
any more." "Oh, sir, I assure you"—
"There, Hoskiu, that will do. I left
α dollar in my white vest pocket yesterday morning and—it Is still there."
Twenty-two Acre·.

statisticians declare that
of laud are necessary
to sustain one man on fresh meat. The
same space of land. If devoted to
wheat cr.it ure would feed 42 people; if
to oats.
; datres, Indian corn and
7 t > the plantain, or barice. 17t5.
*»!c
nana. over t'i

Competent

twenty-two

acres

■

The Kidneys

weak· top·
stagnant· the whole

When they

pid,

or

are

system suffers. Don't neg·
feet them at this time, bat

heed the warning of the
aching back, the Moated
face, the sallow complexion*
the

urinary disorder, and

begin treatment at onoe with
which contains the best and
safest curative substances·
•«4 far Book ott KMatyi, No. β.
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$he Qxfovâ democrat,

It is expected that the drama "Valley I
Melrose, Mut., Is
after l
visiting bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ripley Farm" will be played Immediately

°^he

Tun*.—#1.50 a year If paid strictly la advance.
vtherwUe $3.00 a year. Single copie* 4 cent*.

Grange to make them ao all day
first regular meeting in January
member of Franklin Grange will

A. K. rOKBU.

AU legal advertisement*
Advkbtiakmksts :
are riven three conaectlve Insertion* for $1JO
per Inch In length of column. Special contract*
ma<le with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er*.

New type, fast presses, steam
Job Pbintisq
power, experienced workmen and low price*
combine to make this department of oar baalnc** complete and popular.

Coming
Jan. 2.—O*ford Pomona

Events.
Grange, Norway.

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advance Christmas Sale.
Christina* Display.
A Man'* Christmas.
While Kobe* for Babies' Sleigh*.
Christmas Hints.
Christmas Presents that are Useful.
Merry Christmas at J. F. Plummets.
A Large Stock of Christmas Goods.
Ladles' Specialty Store.
Notice.
Annual Meetlug.
Have You a CAmera?
For Sale.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Wanted.

President Roosevelt's message, read to
congress last Tuesday, breaks the record
in point of length—indeed, even the
president's admirers are willing to admit
that it might be shorter to good advantage. If given in full, it would occupy
about two pages and a third in the
Democrat. While it is really interesting reading, for most people a summary
of it is better than the full message, as
many would not take the time to read it
all. Such a summary, condensed into
less than two columns, is given on the
fourth page of this issue of the Democrat, and is recommended to our readers.
It covers the main points of the message.

Peculiar thing about that Portland
election, which puts a Democrat in the
mayor's chair. Although as nearly as
one might judge from a faithful reading
of the Argus during the campaign, it
was fought throughout almost wholly on
municipal issues, columns of comment
on it now appears in the papers, demonstrating to the satisfaction of the writers
that the result is a popular protest
agaiust the Sturgis law. Which simply
proves anew that results in political
affairs can generally be interpreted according to the desires of the interpreter.
One of the December magazines actualcontains a story which is not a Christmas story.
No, the name will not be
given here, for that would be more advertising than the magazine could expect to
get without a cash consideration.

ly

Senator

Depew's resignation

was

as

a

signed

"The lion. Chauncey M. Depew." That
is probably correct form, but it is somehow a reminder of the lady in Augusta
some years ago, who explained to a
friend failing to recognize her that she
was "The Speaker of the House's wife."
The committee on the change of inauguration day will again recommend a
change in the day from the fourth of

March—this time the last Thursday in
April being the day named. And probably congress will again kill the movement, as it has several times before. The
change has nevertheless several considerations in its favor.
Those Isle of Pines fellows have at
least the virtue of persistency. After
having their "American" government
disavowed in the strongest terms by
Secretary Koot, it is said they will insist
on sending the territorial delegate they
have chosen to congress, and demand his
recognition by that body. It seems to
be up to the senate to ratify the treaty
confirming Cuba's title to the island,
and put a stop to such foolishness.
A newspaper paragraph informs the
readers that President Roosevelt is the
only president who has ever received the
degree of L. H. D. To most people the
statement will not be very illuminating,
unless they consult the dictionary.

Proposed Election Reform.
Corrupt and doubtful election methods
A

will

sing

solos.

Wilson's Mills.
The lumbermen are having a hard time
for the want of snow.
H. W. Fickett and sister. Miss Hannah
Pickett, were guests of S. 6· Bennett

Wednesday.
Thanksgiving day has come and gone
again. A family gathering at John Olson's rendered "the day pleasant for a
on

few.
Our young people are planning an entertainment for Christmas under the
supervision of Mrs. J. W. Buckman and
Miss Cecil Bennett.
Mrs. Clouie Derry is helping S. S.
Bennett with her housework.
The open season is drawing to a close,
and still the deer seem quite plenty.
Greenwood.
The other day the writer was presented with a smalt hatchet, minus the handle, and after adding that appendage
hold of it for the
our better half got
and
purpose of cutting up a eparerib;
then we thought, verily Carrie Nation is
not the only woman who knows how to
use the hatchet with dexterity.
There is an over-production of those
little rodents generally known as mice.
One man let his corn fodder remaiu in
the held until rather late, and while
harvesting it he killed over 30, while
several others escaped with their lives.
And while that heaviest fall of snow
was on, they made roads in the grass as
we often see them in the spriug. Should
the coming winter prove favorable for
breeding purposes, no doubt there will
be a plenty of them next year.
Before this month ends the days will
have lengthened three minutes; so let's
cheer up and quit ourselves like men.
It was recently mentioned by some
one that the widow of the late Lucius B.
Alley of Hartford had left her home and
gone to spend the winter elsewhere, together with her daughter. If I remember correctly, Mr. Alley died one year
ago the first day of this month, and I
had some idea of writing a few lines of
his biography, but failed to obtain the
desired information, and now it is that
much too late; so that a few facts in regard to him must suffice. He was the
oldest of seven children, three sons and
four daughters, and three of the latter
are all that now remain of the family.
During the season of 1S42 he worked for
my father, and a more trusty man he
He engaged him
never had on the farm.
again for the second season, but his
health failed up about that time, and
during the next two years he was on the
sick list the most of the time. Mr. Alley was well educated and came very
near engaging in school teaching at one
time, and had he done that, six of the
seven children would have become school
teachers. He was a good singer, and
was the only one of the family who
knew or seemed to care anything about
music. In politics Mr. Alley was a
Republican, and although he never joined any church he was a firm believer in
the Christian religion. Born, Feb. 22,
1822. Died, Dec. 1, 1904.
East Sumner.

The funeral scrvicee of Mrs. Cora E.
Fove occurred at the Congregational
church on Tuesday, the 3tb inst. Age
of deceased 50 years. She died at the
residence of Zury K. Doten in Lewiston.
The deceased was for nearly thirty years
a resident of East Sumner and was generally beloved and respected.
Quite a party attended an auction sale
of the late À. J. Berry on Thursday. A.
opinion.
But the committee makes a report D. Park acted as auctioneer.
Circle
The Congregational Ladies'
advocating certain reforms in the con- served
dinner at the vestry to a large
duct of the municipal campaign, which
is of considerable interest. The changes crowd Thursday.
Our hunters have returned bringing in
in methods suggested bv it are about as
radical as could be made, and will un- a number of tine deer carcasses. They
be
the most ar- were remarkably successful.
have reached such a stage in the city of
Waterville that an attempt was made by
a conference of leading members of the
two parties to uuite upon a citizens'
ticket. A full consideration of the matter by a bi-partisan committee resulted
in the decision that a citizens' ticket
was inexpedient, only
one
member of
the committee dissenting from this

doubtedly

approved by

reformers. In the first place, a
special election is recommended to vote
to the ballot law
on an amendment
authorized by the last legislature, whereby a swinging door shall close behind
the voter as he enters the booth to mark
bis ballot, thus screeuing him absolutely from observation—certainly a very
sensible thing to do wheu we have a
nominally secret ballot.
Further than
this, the committee
recommends that the members of the
city and ward committees, both Republican and Democratic, be asked to subscribe a certain agreement set forth in
the report. In substance this agreement
provides that no campaign fund shall be
raised or used, no money or intoxicating
liquor shall be Riven to any person for
the purpose of influencing his vote, no
teams shall be furnished to convey voters
to the polls or to the board of registration, no persons shall be employed to do
political work of any kind, nor shall any
sort of influence be brought to bear upaffect his vote. In
on any citizen to
short, every voter is to be left to exercise his own free will absolutely, and
get to the polls entirely at his own
dent

expense.
Such a programme faithfully observed
would mark a radical departure in many
other places besides Waterville, and it
need not be said, would result in a condition of things ideal under a republican
form of government. Whether it can
be made effectual, against the conditions which have prevailed for so
many years, may be a question.

Tabooed Patent Medkine5.
It was some time sinee announced by
the treasury department that a new
ruling would be adopted regarding the
sale of certain proprietary medicines.
Δβ it appeared that there were on the
market some compounds "which were
composed chiefly of distilled spirits, or
mixtures thereof, without the addition
of drugs or medicinal
ingredients in
sufficient quantity to change materially
the character of the alcoholic liquor,"
manufacturers of these and dealers in
them would be required to pay the taxes
required of manufacturers and dealers
in alcoholic liquor.
The circular making this announcement caused some consternation, as it
did not specify any of the remedies
which would come under the ban. But
analysis of a portion of them having
been made, a list is given in a circular
issued a few days since. That no injustice may be don· tn any one, the onler
regarding the payment of the tax is not
made operative against manufacturers
until Jan. 1st, while with retail dealers
the date is made April 1st, 1906.
The list given In the circular referred
to as coming within the ban is as fol-

lows:

Atwood'· La Grippe
Cuban Glnmrtc.

Specific.

De Witt'· Stomach Bitten.
Bouvier*· Bucbu Gin
fowler*· Meal sad Malt.
Duffy'· Malt Whiskey.
Gilbert'· KcjuvvoAtlog I roe aad Herb Jutes.
Hoatetter'· stomach Bluer*.
Κ ad roe.
Pwua.
laokaady Coach Cave.
Or.
Dr.

humorous incidents in his marrying experience—not of his own, but joining
other hands and hearts, all of which
might have been for the ears of bachelors and spinsters present.
Sadie Thorn is teaching school at Redding. We have heard her spoken of as
» fine teacher.
Adelbert Parsons and wife are visiting
in Boston.
Stanley Benson injured his back quite
badly by falling acroes his wagon.
Everett Reynolds has a brother visiting
him, recently returned from an Arctic
whaling voyage. He has spent many
seasons in the north land.
The outlook for an electric road from
Turner is considered good for another

Hiram R. Hubbard and L. K. Stone
were iu Portland a few days last week,
having been drawn as grand jurors for
the United States District Court, and
as
there serving
0. A. Thayer was
traverse juror in the same court.
Seward Stearns went Saturday to Boston, where ho will learn the tile-layer'e
trade.
Miss Gladys I. Bonney of South Paris
bas been visiting Miss Annie L. Parris
for a few days during the past week.
F. Thompson of Sherbrooke, P. Q.,
»
season.
bought a car load of apples here last
Water works are completed, and are
market.
Canadian
the
for
week
patronized, and it is a current
Mrs. Ε. H. Barton, who has been largely
report that electric lights are to be inMrs
at
Marble's,
weeks
several
spending
stalled. The Italians who did the labor
left the lirst of the week for her home in
industrious, polite and
were a sober,
Cincinnati, O.
courteous people, and gave us points in
Newton Cummings spent the past
week in Portland.
Daniel Window has gone to his home
in Philadelphia, where he expects to
spend the remainder of the winter.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Lisle will continue
their meetings at the Baptist church
during the present week. At the meeting Wednesday evening Mrs. Dr. Clark
and Rev. J. W. Chesbro of South Paris

Here and There.

director of the Equitable

Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7:30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday oefore the lit
Sunday of the month at 3:30 F. M. All not
jtherwlse connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis! Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10.45 a. u.

Uilead.

Ellery Wheeler
town Friday.

of Shelburne was in

Dr. Merrill and Mr. Sweetsir, who
have been stopping at Camp Life, returned to their homes in Portland Tues-

day.

Bailey and Mr. Davis left Camp
Peabody Friday for their homes in PortMr.

land.
There was a goodly number and a
the
very pleasant entertainment of
Mountain Rills at Mrs. D. C. Lary's
Thursday. The next one will meet in
two weeks at the parsonage.
It is a
busy time, as Christmas is coming, and
I hear them saying there ie so much to
do.
Brownfield.

Will and Phil Boyton are at their old
home in this village. They came from
Boston to be present at their father's
funeral Sunday, Dec. 3d.
Master Walter Johnson fell and broke
his wrist.
W. W. Johnson, whose buildings were
burned in the late tire, has moved hie
family into the Thorn rent.
Quite a number from the village attended the circle Wednesday evening at
Mr. Gatchell's on Main road.
First Congregational church,
Rev.
James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., pastor. On
Dec. 17, Forefathers' Sunday, services
will be held appropriate to the occasion,
at 10:4ô a. m., when Dr. Tarr will preach
on "Seeking a Faith's Pure Shrine."
The evening service will be held at
7 with short sermon, "Some of Jacob's
Experiences." The music at these
services is made a special feature. All
are cordially invited to attend.

Byron.

Chas. O. Peare of Livermore has been
on friends in town.
He secured a large deer to take home.
Geo. and Richard Taylor are at work
at Mason's mill in Mexico.
It was reported a few weeks ago that
the Dolloff bouse at Houghton had been
purchased by A. J. Peare of Bethel. We
have since learned that it was not true,
but that it has been sold to the Oxford
Mining Co., who will make their headquarters there this winter.

hunting and calling

Hebron.
The

Pierce·

gave

an

entertainment

here Friday evening which

was

largely

attended and enough fun taken in to last
several days.
Ira Bearce, who spent Thanksgiving
at home, returned to his teaching in the
U. of M. Saturday.
The Ladies' Circle gave supper Tues-

day evening.

Mrs. Brainard is with her father, Dr.
Crane, for the vacation. Prof. Brainard

expected in a week or two.
The people here were greatly shocked
to hear of the death of Mr. Je fiery Parsons of West Mi not who was caught in
the shafting of the mill Monday of this
week. Mr. Parsons belonged to a family
of millers. His father ana two brothers
ware of the same occupation, and all
were famous for Aral olass grinding.
is

good

manners.

ADVANCE CHRISTMAS SALE!

Lew Court Decision.

▲ declaion has just been handed down
by the law court In the Oxford County
Portland
:aae of Martba J. Abbott
ind Bumford Fall· Railway.. This oaae
iras brought to recover for the burning

▲ board of trade U soon to be organzed In Dover and Foxcroft
the
of
School·
three Sunday
place
Parka Carle, 16 yeara old, of West
will unite for Christmas βχβ™*·"· 7*
; 'rinoeton, waa drowned on the 2d by )f the
ar
and
been
have
committees
appointed
the ice when
|

ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Puttie, and other relative·.
Wm. J. Wheeler of South Paris was
in the place Wednesday.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
The Methodist cirole held a sale at
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, DEC. 12, 1906.
the chapel Wednesday afternoon and
Parla HUI.
evening. Aprons, fancy articles and
food constituted the stock in trade. It
ATWOOD A FORBES,
First Baptldt Church, Ββτ. 1.0. Taylor, pastor was very well patronized, and in the
Preaching every Sunday at 10:48 a. M. Sunday evening John and Nellie Dudley gave
Editor* tad PreyrMan.
School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Service at
and Rev. Mr. Pottle related
7:30 F. M. Y. 9. S. C. K. Tuewlav evening. recitations,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

Ukobob M. ATWOOD.

Mal·· New» Not·».

I

w««t Parte.

Backfletd.

Alton Tattle of

akating.
ireaking through
in progress.
rangements
I
_orn
Horaoe Five, 16 yeara of age, waa
On Saturday, Dec. 2, about CO niembers of West Paris Grange went to Bry- , Irowned on the 3d by breaking through
he ice while akating on Lily Pond in
ant Pond in acceptance of the
from Franklin Grange. A most excel- ] lope.
lent program of entertainment, a goo
Mias Helen Keller, in aome respects
dinner and a fine time generally was re-1
he moat remarkable young woman in
he world, will apeak in Bangor in
are

Î'srri

; February.

m.k.1»

visit^the
^en
install

plaintiff1· bouse in Gilbertville, ( 3nly two week· before Christmas. It will be to your advantage to buy your gifts early. Early buying is easy
Canton, the plaintiff's assertion being <
Vou
There are more styles to select from. The first always take the best and prettiest in any lot.
that the house caught from sparks from îuying.
a custom to give some useful
more
same.
It
is
are
the
The defence ] lave
in engine of the railroad.
The
becoming
ju*t
prices
plenty of time now.
endeavored to show that the fire started
and select our Christmas goods accordingly. A few of our leaders aie HandInside the house. The case was tried at j rift. We believe in this policy
the March term, 1905, and a verdict for j cerchiefs, Neckwear, Fancy Goods, Pillow Covers, Towels, Table Linen, Waists, Furs, Coats, etc.
the plaintiff was returned in the sum of
1389.50. Wright £ Wheeler for plaintiff, Swasey and Bisbee à Parker for

defence. A motion for new trial was
Sled, and the case went to the law court.
The motion Is over-ruled, and the verdict stands. The rescript Is as follows:

Insurance Commissioner Stephen W.
< Jarr of Bowdoinham waa last week
their officers for 1906.
l· lominated by Governor Cobb for anA. K. Shurtleff is agent for the ldeal , ither term.
Martha J. Abbott vs. Portland & Bumlaundry at South Paris. Mr. ShortWf
Edward Cyr, 35 yeara old, waa caught
has now gone to board at J. K. lucaer s.
Ford Falls Railway. Bescrlpt (no opinof
a mill at Old Town
η
the
shafting
and Mrs. Nelson Lapham are
J.
and inatantly killed, bia body ion). Bescript by Strout,
This cause is before the law court upgoing to the Paris Manufacturing Co s , Friday
and crushed beyond
mangled
>eing
W.
winter.
I
this
camp. No. 2, to cook
on a motion to set aside a verdict for the
waa unmarried.

M?

ecognition.

H. Emery will go and do the blacksmith

He

work for the same
The body of Jamea A. Bailey, the
F
β ι
Aldrich is going to occupy Mr. Emery
; roung man who disappeared from Pride's
shop in his absence.
11 Corner, Westbrook, two weeks since,
vas found Sunday by two men who were
Bethel.
< lragging the
Presumpscot River near
There were an unusual number of Etiverton.
family gatherings Thanksgiving day in
Mrs. Charles S. Jones, aged 28, of
Bethel and many of the guests returned !
3angor, committed suicide at her home
home Monday.
Ii >n the 2d by asphyxiation. She had for
to I
Miss Hattie L. Foster has
lome time been suffering from a nervous
Waltham to spend several weeks with I ( liaorder. She is survived by a husband
tnd a daughter.

gone

I

'^Misses

Richardson and Twaddle,
The wedding was at the home of the
After a very warm campaign in Portbride's mother, Mrs. Caldwell, wife of teachers in the brick building, have been
were
bans
The
D.
J. C. Caldwell, M.
spending a part of the vacation in Port- and, Nathan Clifford, Democrat, was
ilected mayor last Monday by a plurality
sealed by Rev. W. D. Athearn. Albert
M. Fogg of East Sumner and Ethel M.
Staples of Welcbville has been « >f 212 over Jamea P. Baxter, the present
Wyman were the contracting parties. making arrangements to open rooms in nayor and candidate for re-election.
They took the morning train for Boston Bethel where he will carry on the under- The total vote of the city was over 0000.
llr. Clifford is the flrat Democrat elect»roid a shower of rice.
taking business, also sell
The friends of Mrs. George Haskell of The business will be a branch office of id mayor in Portland since 1803. The
South Paris are anxious to hear of her Mr. Andrews' of West Paris. Mr. Sta- >oard of aldermen and council are Reconvalescence.
ples is a young man well recommended I >ublican as usual.
William Cushman is in town, bearing and will come with the certificates now
Sylvanua P. Husaey, a prominent citibis 75 years quite gracefully.
required by law. He will probably I zen of Patten, was instantly killed while
dismade
a
John appears to have
occupy Odd Fellows block.
îunting Wednesday, with his brother-inMiss King of Minneapolis has been the I
covery, whether it is of late, or whether
j aw Frank Leavitt of Sherman, his son
on
more
and
it has been
euest of her brother
forcibly impressed
nephew.
ί
Philip and hia brother Percy Hussey.
bis mind we are unable to determine;
Thursday Dr. Oakes of Auburn was in Ill four were watching for the same
swine
the
into
went
Goddard
submit-1
devil
Ε.
B.
the
and
Mrs.
when
but
Bethel
leer in the woods surrounding Jerry
it appears that the spirit was not all ted to a very critical surgical operation.
)ond. The victim was on his knees a
eliminated from the human species, as At present the patient is as comfortable ew feet in front of Leavitt and jumped
recent barbarous conditions abundantly as could be expected.
ο his feet just as the latter fired, a buland
It is with regret the community learn l
prove. The slaughter of the Jews,
et entering the back of hia head.
this our own country, the that Dr. Gardiner L. Sturdivant has deeven in
The rumors that wolves have returned
slaughter of the innocents by insurance cided to accept a position in Yarmouth.
swindles, and marital infelicity, the In the few years Dr. Sturdivant has to Maine, which have been current from
proven corruption in high places, and been in practice here he has worked up I time to time, have been more persistent
The latest report
race euicide among the high and low, η large and prosperous business and won I than usual this fall.
and the jangles of the saints who profess the confidence of the community who jomes from Aurora, to the effect that a
better things, the fall of great men exprees regrets that he finds an easier wolf was seen near Morrison ponds. The
from their high pedestal, the disclosures field of labor imperative on account of jtory goes that an Aurora man saw the
that private hospitals and sanatoriums his health. Both Dr. and Mrs. Sturdi- wolf chasing several deer. The animal
blots on our moral vant will be much missed in social,! ilid not make any attempt to attack the
are the foulest
escutcheon, all goes to prove that John is musical and church circles where they deer, but was in plain view, and was unhave always been most generous to aid. mistakably a wolf. The man who saw
right or about right.
He will leave Bethel with the best I him tried to get a shot but could not.
ΛΝΟΤΗΚΚ VOUNO MAN GONE WRONG.
wishes of a host of friends and will
Over 1,000,000,000 herring were packed
Another crank, we knew him well,
carry to his new home the hope ot his ι
An artist fair was he;
in tin cane as domestic sardines during
friends that he may find as true friends
With pen an·! pencil he could draw,
1005, the first time in the history of the
A liner band and free.
as he leaves in Bethel.
I Maine sardine industry that the figures
the
l
and
Hie master-piece, full well we ken,
evening
Thursday afternoon
have reached that proportion. That esA combination plot.
ladies of the Congregational society held I
timate is based on a count of six herring
Of man, an<l beast, anil center-vent,
and
Christmas
Bale
annual
their
supper sardines to a box or
Will never be forgot.
can; in a majority
which was very successful.
ξ of cases the packers give full count and
Like the chameleon oft he'll change;
will re-open Tuesday. I
Gould
Academy
In any mood—he's It;
allow seven. Last year the total of all
The schools in town will open for the I
To-day we'll And him simply Bert,
kinds exceeded 095,000,000 fish and the
To-morrow Henry Schmidt.
winter term next Monday, Dec. 11th.
j increased
pack of this year added one
Bates College, is
Jerome Holmes,
Now wheels a<-u running In hie head,
The
more to the long row of figures.
A-courting of the muse;
his vacation with Mr. and Mrs. I
spending
value of the little fish in cans this year
Perchance some day he may repent,
T.
Barker.
L.
I
When fate demande her duee.
will exceed $5,100,000, making the indusMr. and Mrs. E. C. Chamberlin are to
one of the most important of the
Another crank to jlne the throng,
spend the winter in Portland with their try
With Johnnv N. and I ;
Pine Tree State.
We falu would warn you to desist,
daughter, Mrs. Edwin Gehring.
While succor hovers nigh.
Jeffrey Parsons, owner of a grist mill
East Brownfleld.
at West Minot, got caught in the shaftOh, Bert, beware ! The ground you tread
Is planted with a thorn;
The Congregational Circle met with I ing in the mill on Monday of last week,
Erelong you'll touch some tender p'lnt,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Gatchell last week. and was killed. He went to the baseOr tread upon a corn.
The large number present had a very en- ment to adjust the machinery, and beDespise them not. these smaller things,
joyable evening.
ing gone longer than was expected, he
The pennies In the box ;
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney was in town on was looked for by the other men in the
Ε re loi· g our Sammy may withhold
ills plethora of "rocks."
She was accom-l mill, and found dead in the basement.
business last week.
G Tilton.
Mr. Parsons had been caught in the
panied by her son, C. O. Stickney.
Miss I. H. Stickney returned to Bever- shafting, wound around it, and was then
There will be a union meeting at the
thrown over back of the shafting, near
Methodist church Sabbath evening, Dec. ly, Mass,, last Thursday.
Miss Cassie Poore is entertaining a the side of the building. It is thought
17th, in the interest and under the
by some that the fall probably killed
patronage of the local Woman's Chris- lady friend.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Julia him, while the theory is also advanced
tian Temperance Union, Rev. A. W.
that he migbt have bled to death from a
Pottle preaching the sermon. It is Bean last Friday.
While practicing athletics at Brown- deep wound received in the neck. He
hoped that there may bo a general attendance, thus indicating the interest of field High School last week, Walter was about 05 years of age, and leaves a
the community iu the noble work of the Johnson sprained the ligaments of hie wife.
union.
right wrist.
three
Plans are being made for
Christmas will be observed at the
From the Sunny Southland.
Methodist church Monday evening with churches in town to unite in Christmas
St. Petersburg, Fla., Nov. 28, Ό5.
Mrs. exercises.
tree and exercises in the chapel.
Editor Democrat:
Pottle has the matter of entertainment
After spending three weeks in New
North Paris.
in hand.
York during the exciting election for
Mr. Uatupden Allen's horse, which he
A fiock of wild geese was heard passmayor, etc., we left on the evening of
had owned many years and highly priz- ing over the north part of this town
the 22d, booked to reach here in fortyhis
a
few
stall
loose
from
ed, got
days Wednesday night about 11 o'clock. eight hours, but with the usual way of
ago and became seriously lamed in the Something unusual so late in the season.
running.trains in Florida, we were landshoulder. It is doubtful if the horse
Mies Ida Littlehale is visiting at her ed here at 11:20 p. m. Friday.
recovers.
father's, A. D. Littlehale's, also calling
We were much pleased to visit again
The trade in this village is beginning on many of her friends.
this delightful country, such an agreeable
to make display of Christmas goods
Fred Stevens
James Bradford and
from Buckfield or New York.
and to get ready for the rush the coming have gone to Winthrop on a visit, com- change all
Maine is
right in summer, in fact no
days.
bining business with pleasure.
is better, but as the
the
of
country
part
The Turner electric cars are being
Nina Bradford is at home from Farm·
grow shorter and ice is forming all
days
the
Buckvory liberally patronized by
ington for a short vacation.
around, it is an agreeable change to skip
field people, and all speak in highest
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Churchill were down to Florida. The weather here is
terms of the service rendered. It is surprised on the evening of the 7th by
perfectly charming, clear and bright,
hoped that the road will be continued to having a number of neighbors and friends thermometer during the middle of the
this village the coming summer.
it
was
the
call to congratulate them as
day from 75 to 80 or above. Roses and
tenth anniversary of their wedding.
other flowers in full bloom make it alOxford.
Alton Dean is moving hie goods into most a
paradise.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Verrill bave the empty house of the late George
This is the pleasantest place that we
Houe to Brooklyn, Florida, where they Dean.
have found in Florida, and I think as
have an orange plantation.
healthy as any other. The place has
East Hebron.
Mrs. Shannon of Worcester, Maes., is
grown
very much in the past two years.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ν. T. Fisber.
Thankegiving passed very quietly. A Many northern people come here for a
The Pythian Sisterhood have a fair small number visited friends and relawinter, and are so well pleased that they
with the usual features, fancy articles tives. A dance in the evening in Grange
a lot and build a house for their
for sale, ice cream, etc., Saturday even- Hall, with Miss Snell to furnish music, buy
winter home. We bave a second-story
I).
Dec.
ing,
was enjoyed
by those present. The room one block from Tampa Bay, one
The schools are again in session with Good Samaritans gave bountiful lots of window
east, one west, and double winMr. Ε. Π. Pratt principal; Miss Perkins all kinds of rich food to all needy ones
dow south. As I write I am sitting on a
assistant: Miss Richardson intermediate; in this vicinity, and it was thankfully
little balcony outside our room in full
Miss Wight primary.
received by all.
view of the motor boats and others on
Almon Crooker is very sick with enMrs. Mertie Moschidee left on Monday the
bay.
for her home in Lynn, her husband havlargement of the heart.
I wrote you from New York to send
Mildred Ward well was operated upon ing arrived from
his
native
Hungary,
this week's Democrat here, and trust
for appendicitis Monday at the hospital
place, to Lynn, his place of business.
you received it, so by Friday we shall
at Lewiston.
Baker Phillips starts this week for know
something about Old Oxford.
Born, Monday, Dec. 4th, to the wife Franklin County, canvassing for the
Κ. N. Pbinck.
of James Quinn, a daughter.
Maine Farmer.
The Congregationalist Ladies1 Society
Mrs. R. G. Beals is very feeble. Her
Old Mexico.
met Thursday with Mrs. C. F. Starbird. daughter, Mrs. Mertie Bradford, ie with
Great interest is now being taken in
Dr. A. L. Hersey went to Livermore her.
to visit his brother, Mr. Russell Hersey,
Miss Clara Merrill is gaining of late the development of trade in Mexico, and
who is sick.
capitalists are looking towarde that
and rides out on pleasant days.
Dea. R. P. Fuller and wife are very country and its resources with greater
Denmark.
feeble, and not as well since the cold interest each year. Not only is Mexico
Miss Ethel Uilton is to teach a sing- days came. Miss Mara Warren has re- attractive from a trade standpoint, but
turned from Massachusetts to pass the as is well known, it is one of the moet
ing school at East Denmark.
interesting countries in the world to
The big tire at Brownûeld Centre was winter with them.
Misses Belle and Cassia DeCosta came visit during the winter months. To give
plainly seen here.
Mr. Fred Sanborn will start up his new home to Thanksgiving with their father all those who contemplate a trip to this
wonderful southern country, (which any
and brothers, ana return on Tuesday.
mill Monday, the 11th.
The citizens are hoping the Allen one who can afford the time and exThe Ladies* Sewing Circle met with
Mrs. A. W. Belcher Tuesday afternoon, house will be occupied by the new owner, pense should do) the Grand Trunk Kailand will hold their annual fair and sale Mr. Wilson Conant. and wife, thus mak- way System are organizing a special excursion that will give the best opporthe IStb at Odd Fellows hall.
ing one less empty house in this place.
tunity to tourist and business men to
Mr. Wilber Kennison is very sick and
cover the whole of Mexico.
Dr. Hebb of Bridgton was in consultaResolutions.
This tour will leave Montreal in special
tion with Dr. Shaw Thursday afternoon
Whereas, In the providence of God, Pullman sleeping cars on the morning of
regarding his case.
at Chicago
It is reported that Frank Whales will oar Brother Peter M. Holden has been January 30th, connecting
removed from our grange by the angel with the special Pullman train that will
move to Biddeford before Christmas.
▲.
of death. Therefore
leave there at 10:00
u.f January 30th,
Resolved, That we express our appre- proceeding south through St. Louis, San
Mason.
ciation of our brother who was one of Antonio and Laredo into Mexico. The
Mr. and Mrs. Krvio Hutchinson enter- our aged and worthy members.
itinerary is made to include all of Mexico
tained Archie Hutchinson and family,
Resolved, That we extend our sym- that is of interest to the traveler for
Cyrus Mills and wife, Elijah Mills, Mrs. pathy to his family.
pleasure and extending the scope and
Lura Merrill and
Resolved, That we drape our oharter time far beyond the lines and dates of
family and Alton
Merrill and family at Thanksgiving din- for thirty days, and that a copy of these the ordinary tour, making leisurely stays
ner Thursday.
resolutions be sent the family of our here and there in the Capital and other
Rachel Westleigh went to Portland deceased brother, a oopy be placed on important cities.
The tour will be under special escort
Saturday to have her eyes examined.
record, and a copy be sent to the local
and in charge of Mr. Reau Campbell,
Stephen Westleigh cut hie foot quite paper for publication.
H. A. Clifford, 1 Committee General Manager of the American Tourist
badly Tuesday. Dr. Sturdivaut took six
V
on
stitches in it.
H. A. Swan,
Association, who is the best posted auOne of Prescott Bennett's little boys
R. H. Gatkb,
J Résolutions. thority on Mexico in America, and who
has been quite sick for the past week.
has aocompanied like parties to that
Three of Jack McKenzie's children
country every year for the past' twentyCard of Thanks.
and hired man are sick with the measles.
five years.
We desire to
our
sincere
Another tonr is in contemplation for
Clyde Whitman ofGrover Hill is work- thanks to all the express
and friends
neighbors
the latter part of February. Write to
ing for Arthur Tyler.
who kindly assisted ns in our recent sorErvin Hutchinson has traded horses.
J. Quinlan, Bona venture Station, Monto those who furnished music, and
Edward Utyman has sold his work row,
and secure free literature, rates,
for the flowers which fittingly expressed treal,
horse to parties at Wild River.
etc.
so much sympathy.
F. O. Bean aud daughter Marion took
Mb. and Mrs. Harry B. Holder.
Thanksgiving dinner at Frank Bean's in
NO
OPIUM IN CHAMBERLAIN'S
West Paris, Maine.

laMr.

Iur°jtare:

j

the^

Albany.

COUGH REMEDY.
There is not the least danger in giving
THE
CHRISTMAS
DINNER.
South Rumford.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to small
In spite of the .fact that the word
Warren Adams is ill and his daughter,
children as it oontains no opium or
Mrs. Clara Fuller, is helping care, for dyspepsia means literally bad cook, it will other harmful
drug. It has an establishnot be fair for many to lay the blame on
him.
ed reputation of more than thirty years
Arthur Cameron and Lee Elliott have the cook if they begin the Christmas as the most suooesiful medicine in use
been visiting their brother, Samuel R. Dinner with little appetite and end it for colds,
croup and whooping cough.
with distress or nansea. It may not be
Thurston, Jr., in Boeton.
It always cures and i*. pleasant to take.
for
to
do
that—let
us
fair
to
any
hope
Villa Gammon haa returned to StoneChildren like it Sold by Sburtleff A
for the sake of the cook! The disease
ham where she will teach thia winter.
Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
W. Clark apent Thanksgiving week dyspepsia indicate· a bad stomach, that Is
Oxford; Noyea Drug 8tore, Norway.
with hia siater, Mrs. Helen Waterman, a weak stomach, rather than a bald cook,
and for a weak stomach there ia nothing
in Tamer.
WATER CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
Β. E. Abbott of East Rumford la work- else equal to Hood'· Sarsaparilla. It
the stomaoh vigor and tone, cures
Half a pint of hot water taken half an
iron
the
in
the
at
Falla.
foundry
ing
yspepsia, creates appetite, and makes hour before breakfast will usually keep
Mrs. Wallie F. Clark entertained her
the bowels regular. Harsh cathartics
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. John eating the pleasure it should be.
should be avoided. When a purgative is
Tonng; hia cousine, Arthur and Belle
The story of a 36 pound turkey oomes, needed, take Chamberlain's Stomach and
Xoung, with their frienda, Mr. Ooy
McCormick and M las Ferguson, all of down from Higgins Hill, Aroostook Liver Tablets. They are mild and genRidlonville, and her brother, Jamea S. oounty. This beats by four pounds the tle In their aetlon. For aale by Shnrtleff
Hutchins, and hia two sons, of Xaat Rhode Island bird whioh graoed the ft Co., Sooth Paria: Jones Drag Store,
Whit· Hons* table on Thanksgiving day. Oxford; Noyts Drag Star·, Norway.
Bethel, on Thnak«|ivb* day.

Sivee

against evidence, and a like
based upon newly discovered
evidence.
plaintiff
motion

as

The issue was whether the plaintiff's
buildings were set on Are by sparks
from a locomotive of the defendant.
Upon the general motion:—
The evidence tending to sustain the
contention of the plaintiff was circumstantial, but it was sufficient to authorize the jury to find in her favor. We are
notdieposed to disturb a verdict where
the evidence is closely balanced, even if
we might come to a different conclusion.
The jury is the authorized tribunal to
find the facts, and unless their finding
is clearly against the evidence, it is beyond our province to set it aside.
Upon the motion on the ground of
newly discovered evidence:—
Much of this evidence is cumulative,
and we are not impressed with its weight
as likely to produce a different result if
it had been introduced at the trial. One
of the witnesses was Carroll D. Fogg,
who says that Mrs. Arris, who had been
a witness at the trial and was living in
the house that was burned, told bim
that the Are "caught around tbat old
chimney," and tbat she also eaid she
had had no fire in the stove after 11
o'clock, tbe fire occurred at about 2:00
Mrs. Arris
or 2:30 in the afternoon.
says she did not make any such statement, and tbat she was not at the house
wben it took fire. Such statement, if
made by her, was nothing more than her
opinion, and would not be admissible.
No facts are given on which to base it.
So much of the newly discovered evidence as would be admissible fails to
impress us as likely to change the verdict, if presented to the jury; and we
are not prepared to say that it ought to
nor can we say that the
excessive.
Both motions overruled.

do bo,
are

Handkerchiefs.

Furs.

you good values,
This is always our leader, one whole
Critical judge· of quality and style in
little at Christmas time better values than
'ure are the customers we like, they ap- counter devoted to these useful
ever.
articles. 500 dozen to select from.
preciate the elegance of our furs.

boas,
and small tails,

[)NE LOT fur

large bushes

two

ONE LOT neat

styles in

white,

all

col-

ored borders, and the picture style, 5c.

$6.50

ONE LOT towels, good size, plain or
fringed ends, white or colored border,

12l-îic.

3NE LOT boas of Isabella fox, long ONE LOT lace trimmed, embroidered, ONE LOT damask towels, extra
heavy,
15c.
hemstitched, linen,
ends, large bush, fitted at neck, heavy,
20x38 inches, doable hemstitched ends,

$15.00 ONE LOT linen, embroidered,
stitched, many neat ones,

soft,

Pillow Covers.

Many qualities

Large line of the newest styles, both
:be stamped ones to work with back,
ind the picture tops, 25c. and 50c
Pillows,
Rulties, 60c.
Dords, 25c.
ready made 42c. to 92.50.

Sweaters.

This is a
we can

fitting sweater,

white, good

We have some

styles

hemstitched

figure,

25c.

lineD, large size, double
and fringed ends, neat
50c.

ONE LOT bath

and heavy,

towels,

large

very

size

12 l-2c.

ONE LOT of the square Turkish wash
strong department with us,

good

show you many

values.

18

contains

pieces, scalloped edges, buttonhole
stitched, β sizes, an excellent gift,

5c.
cloths,
NAPKINS, all sizes and qualities, one
lot good heavy linen, 18 inches square,
neat patterns,

11.75
Other values from $1.00 to $4.00.

«2.87

Fancy Articles.

PRETTY linen doilies, several styles,
10c. to 50c. each.

This includes many neat little articles,
91.75 TRAY CLOTHS of
good heavy damaelc, such as Fans, Pin Cushions, Doilies,
several patterns, plain hem, hemstitch- Glove Cases, Handkerchief Boxes and

Coats.
fants' to ladies'.

pretty figure,

25c. ONE LOT fine

up to 11.00.

ONE SET table doilies,

Useful most any time of the year.
3NE LOT extra good value, in white,
$2.25
gray, red, novelty stitch,
3NE LOT in gray, red and

hem-

Table Linen.

ed,

in any size,

in-

imitation Mexican

size,

heavier,

ONE LOT of

work,

good

all

25c.

linen,

finer

other

many

gifts.

articles

for

useful

little

Neckwear.

neat
50c.

patterns,
UNE LOT children's coats, blue, green
N<> one has too many pretty storks,
$4.98 TABLE CLOTH, one lot 00 inches wide, therefore
and browD mixture,
they make excellent gifts.
59c.
several patterns, good qualities,
We have a large line, put up neatly one
ONE LOT misses' coats, light gray and
brown mixture, strapped back, fiat ONE LOT 00 inches wide, of finer linen, in a box, 25c. and 50c.
75c.
Large line of pretty Neck Ribbons.
$10.00
pretty figure,
collar, large, neat sleeve,
....

damages

The semi-annual tax on savings banks
and trust and banking companies of
127 ■ 120
Maine was committed by the state
assessors Tuesday. The total tax assessand
ed on savings banks is $214,208, against
$206,768 six months ago. The largest
All the apparatus for thawing
tax $33,948, is paid by the Maine Savings Bank of Portland, and the smallest,
Telephone conNo charge for team.
$135, by the Tremont Savings Bank of nection.
Tremont. The total tax on trust and
Xj. M. Longloy,
banking companies is $26,230, an inof $3,201. The largest tax,
crease
Maine.
$6,819, is paid by the Augusta Trust
Co., and the smallest, $4.84, by the
NOTICE.
United States Trust Co. of Portland,
Whereas, my wife, Lena Hay Judklns, has
which recently began business.
left my bed and bounl without jaet cause, all
trust
persons are hereby forbidden to harbor or her
billa of
One of the young costumed dancers tier on my account, aa I shall pay no
after
date.
this
who attended an Eaetport masquerade contracting
T. J. JUDKINS.
South Paris, Mc., Nov. 27,1905.
ball and had plenty of fun while on the
floor received quite a shock when the
masks were removed. He bad taken
For Sale.
quite a fancy to one of the handsomely
I have for sale a pair of black
gowned dancers and looked carefully
after her during the evening, but at the bulls, well broken and
to
unmasking was somewhat shocked to work in
any place.
find out that it was his divorced wife
Also some small shoats.
that he had shown so much attention to.

Norway, Maine.

Main Street.

Plumbing

Heating.

quickly.

pipes

CHRISTMAS ITS

Norway,

This store is full of

for the

holidays.
boy, you'll be sure

cle of

A. E.

GEORGE,

and

will be
man.

woolen

Beds, Bedding, Dishes,
only

Open Saturday Evening.

metal buckle and bow,

colorings,

and

shapes,. ...25c.

for

boys,

and 50c.

Suspenders
in three

qualities,
to

suspenders,

25c.

in all d*

styles, 25c. and 50c.
in fancy individual
suitable for giving,

50c.

Handkerchiefs
white, red, blue and fancy

Japonette

for 5c, white cot-

ioc., 15c., 25c.
Initial handkerchiefs,
ioc.

plain

White silk,

initial,

to

or

25c.
with

25c. and 50c.

FOSTER,

B.

NORWAY,

|

MAINE

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Eital

A FEARFUL FATE.
It is a fearful fate to have to endure
the terrible torture of Piles. "I can
truthfully say," writes Harry Colson, of
Masonville, la., -'that for Blind, Bleed-

J. F. Plummer's.

ing, Itching and Protuding Piles, Buck-

the best cure
Ion's Arnica Salve is
made." Also best for cuts, burns and
injuries. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s.

Our

cut on

DR. PARMENTER

IN MAD CHASE.
Millions rush in mad chase after
health, from one extreme of faddism to
another, when, if they would only eat
food, and keep their bowels reguir with Dr. King's New Life Pills, their
troubles would all pass away. Prompt
relief and quick cure for liver and
itomach trouble. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff
& Co.'s. Guaranteed.

dlsiMi, Cash

or

anteed.

Credit.
Satisfaction GuarEye· Tested Free.

Pulp Wood the comCorrespondence solicited.

All kinds of

April

wA

for all, for Men and

Call and

see our

FurnUher,

3i Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Ladies'

-

ΙΟβ-3.

Specialty

Xmas is most here and now is the time
We have a very pretty line of useful

-

Store.

buy yonr gifts.
gift·, such as

to

Books, Pins, Brooches, Bracelets,
Rings, Chains, Pin-cushions, Collars, Aprons, Waists and Furs.

3ocket

DEPARTMENTS.

Maine.

display.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

IN ALL OF OUR

N. Dayton Bolster & Go,

Boys:

Beacon Gaiters, Slippers, Warm Boots, Comfortable Boots,
Handsome Boots, Gaiters, Mufflet·, &c.

Telephone

GOODS

South Parie,

gifts

For Women and Girls :

···

CHRISTMAS

Goods is

Handkerchiefs, &c.

H. D. COLE,
Bryant'* Pond, Me.
iath, 1905.

Large Stock
OF

Holiday

Suits, Bath Robes, House Coats. Hats, Kid Gloves, Fur
Gloves, Mitten*, Fancy Shirts, Armlets, Sweaters, Suspenders, Neckwear in all the latest styles and colors, Initial

Wanted.

Dr.

of Christmas and

We have useful

ESTORWAY, ΜΛΙΝΒ.

ng year.

display

Large in Quantity,
Up-to-date in Style,
Unsurpassed in Quality.

Bye Speolallat.

Eood

···

fancy

H.

All the

patterns.

ton and linen handkerchiefs,

of silk elastic with

fori

assortment of snap-

all

boxes

35c. and 50c.

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
ROBERT K. PARSONS,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Robert E. Parsons, in
the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
NoUce Is hereby given that on the 8th day of
Dec-, A. D. 1905, the said Robert Ε. Parson·
was ituly adjudicated bankrupt, ami that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 27th day of Dec.,
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clpck In the forenoon,at which
lime the said creditors may attend, prove their

py

new

Some

made

A. ID

large

sirable

in individual boxes,

Mrs. Lillian W. Ward, wife of Lee
Ward of Lagrange, committed suicide,
Monday forenoon, while mentally de
ranged, at the home of her brothor, Wm. claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
J. Heald, by cutting her throat with a and transact such other business m may propercome before said meeting.
razor.
She had been in an insane hos- ly South
Pari·, Dec. 11,1905.
and bad been discharged. A h usGEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
ant!, three sons, three brothers and a
sister survive.

Glasses on weekly payments.
Parmenter. Read my ad.

25c. and 50c.

Arm Bands

A Nice Organ, and many small
FURIOUS FIGHTING.
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms,
"For seven years," writes Geo. W.
No. 2 Western Avenue, afternoons.
a
"I

A

Men's

of silk and worsted, several
25c. to $1
styles,
Sweater necks in black,
gray and white, all wool,
50C·

price.

Over 65,000,000 feet of logs will be
Aroostook waters the coming
winter, so it is claimed—the largest cut
for some yean.

all col-

Mufflers

which I am to sell at your own
On the allegation that the officials
I also have a large lot of Househave not done much of anything in the
way of enforcing the prohibitory law, hold Furniture,
the county commissioners of Androscog&c.
gin have refused to allow bills approved
by Sheriff Cummings for services render- which haw been in use
a few
ed by his four liquor deputies during the
month of November. The officers are months and are as good as new.
considering the advisability of appealing
OTHER THINGS.
V
to the courts.

useful

a

new weaves

any
variety of

golf gloves,

ors,

Cheap Horse,

NOTICE.

to 6

appreciated by
A large

makes

Neckwear.

Gloves

Richard-1

I η the District Court of the United States
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

$3.50

wooley,

goods

and attractive

furnishings

Cut long and full size in
various colored fabrics, soft

Watch for my List
Every Week.

had
Hoffman, of Harper, Wash.,
bitter battle, with chronic stomach and
liver trouble, but at last I won, and cured
my diseases, by the use of Electric Bitters. I unhesitatingly recommend them
to all, and don't intend in the future to
be without them in the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine to have
cured such a bad caee as mine." Sold
under guarantee to do the same for you,
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. at 50c a bottle. ;
Try them to-day.

or

gift.

new

If it's a gift for a man or
to find it here. Some arti-

Bath Robes.

TORTURE OF A PREACHER.
Hebron, Maine.
The story of the torture of Rev. O. D.
Wanted.
Moore, pastor of the Baptist church of
Harpersville, N. T., will interest you.
for Ed
He says: "I suffered agonies, because of
Selectmen of Paris.
a persistent cough, resulting from the son.
grippe. I had to sleep sitting up in bed.
I tried many remedies, without relief,
until I took Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
which entirely cured my cough, and
saved me from consumption." A grand
I now have a
cure for diseased conditions of Throat
and Lungs. At F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Price 50c and 91.00, guaranteed. Trial
bottle free.

Boarding place

clothing

and durable

handy

A

Towels.

always show

We can

rer

Our Collar and Handkerchief lines are the best and largest
carried. Call and look these over.

we

have

REDUCED RATES ON THE GRAND TRUNK RAILROAD
Our prices are right
om Gilead to Norway from Dec. 16 to Dec. 33.
id goods up-to-date.

L.
alaphon· 18*4.

M. LUNT,
136 Main

St., Norway.

ft* φχίβνΑ §rmocral

Only

Margaret Stearns went Satnrda,
Bethel, where she is to teach a wlnte

to
term of school.

SOUTH_PAKIS.

Commencing October 1,1906,
LK*VS

SOUTH PA*Ii

dallr; »Λ) a.
tiolng down i east)-5:36 a.
laity except Sunday ; 4.35 P. *·. dally.
:30
a.m., dally; 3:26 p.
Going up we;, t)-»
dally except Sunday; 8:47 P. M., dally.

: U il Pit

A cottage prayer meetiog will be hel
at the home of Lester A. West on Hii 1
Street, Thursday evening at 7:30 o'clocl
Kev. J. Wallace Cheebro leader.

ΟΚΛΜΟ TKl'NK RAILWAT.

TRAIN·

two weeks to Chmtmw.

Mis·

School Boys' and Girls' meetiog wa ι
held in a room in Maxim Block, was we! 1
attended. AU come next Saturday aftei
noon and enjoy making other little one )

m
u

•

south PAKis post υκκια.
Office Hours: 7 A) A. *. to 7:30 P. M.

happy.

L

DAVID VARNEY OF THAT TOWr*
SHOT AND ROBBED.

Wesley Chick,
Held

on

the

His

Grand nephew,

Charge

of the

NOBWAY.
8econd Congregational Church. Rev. B. 8
HMeout, Pasto*. Preaching eèrvlce 8unday
M.; Sabbath School, IS.-00 M.; Y. P. 8
C. B., Sumiav Evening, β30 P. M.; Social Meet
ing, 7:00 P. M ; regular weekly Prar er Meeting
Tuesday evening.
UnlvereaUet Church, Rev. 8. tt. Davie
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Λ ;
A. M. Sabbath School, 11Λ0; T. P.C. U. meet
1030 A.

Ing, 7.00

P. M.

Methodist Church, Rev. C. ▲. Brooks. Pastor
Preaching service, 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School
12.Ό0 M.; 8odal Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Friday evening. Epworth League, 8unday

Three Weary Traveler·.
Somehow the great humorous American public never haa any real sympathy
with minor misfortune, no matter ta

whom it comes, but instead is rather in·

clined to make It an occasion of jesting.
That is what gives point to this tale.
Three Odd Fellows from this peaceful
burg visited the lodge at West Paris

Saturday night, nsing a team belonging
to one of the trio. Coming back about
1 o'clock

a.

m.,

►»#0«ίΦ0ΦβΦα

Christmas Presents

CHRISTMAS!
A MAN'S CHRISTMAS.

That Are Useful.

while in the oedar

swamp, and still two miles and a half
from home, the owner of the team re-

✓

marked:

#

presents for the Holiacceptable than a good pair of

We have a Store fall of very useful

The entertainment that was given ii
"Boys, what in thunder do you supAtrocious Crime.
What presents are you going to make?
evening, β Λ0 P. M.
the Baptist vestry last Thursday even
Churcn, Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor pose ails this horse? Look how he goes
day*. Can you imagine a gift more
Baptist
Klrst Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
who
were
All
was a success.
pros
bas a "him" or two to buy for. SomePreaching service*, 10:« A. M. an< 1 ing
Preaching service, 1030 A. M.; Sabb <th School, sideways."
win. Pastor
ent enjoyed it very much. Nearly Ιΰ.Οΐ 1
Boots, Oxfords, Slippers, Leggins, Rubbers or Overshoes? These
Sunday evening7 P.
no γ m.; Sunday School 12 Μ·; S.P. S. C. Ε
A robbery and murder, which mast 1SKMM.; Prayer Meeting,
They observed the continued lateral
Not so if
on Tuesday
to know what to
it
is
hard
times
M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
it 00 r. M.; Church prayer meeting
was taken.
movement of the horse fo· a while, also
have bee α deliberately planned and reare always appreciated and we want to say right here that we are
otherwise con
e·. enlug at 7 :!0 o'clock. All, not
him
not
the fact that be seemed to be laboring
something
STATU) MKKTW08.
you come here.
αpcted. are cordially Invited.
A very pleasant social was given bi r lentleuly carried oat, waa committed in
prepared to supply your wants in any of these lines mentioned.
Methodist Church. Rev H. A. Clifford. Pastor the
Finally one of the others remarkF A A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge, bard.
?
A Suit, Overcoat or
that he will
Young People's Society of the Bap the town of Porter last Wednesday night.
a. X.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting 9 30
had
never
a farmer No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or ed to the owner of the horse:
Can show you a very large line of all kinds. We have
..reaching' sendee lO :k A.JLI Sabbath Sehoo tist church last Thursday evening. À The victim was David Varney,
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
Rain Coat, Underwear, Shirts, Reefer, Work
"I'll bet you, Chart, that this horse
Vi Μ.; Κι·worth League Meeting β 15 P. u.
from Auburn with an excel about 78 years of age, who lived on a No. 39. assembles Wednesday
on or
gentleman
Evening,
a complete assortment as now for men, women and children.
such
meet
7
Λ)
P.
M.;
prayer
evening prayer meeting
farm
on the road to Freedom, N. H., a before full moon. Oxford Council, R. « 8. M., has got a bad case of blackwater.- He
music
foi
furnished
lent
Coat.
phonograph
!ng Tuesday evening; class meeting, Frtdaj
mile or two from Kezar Falls village.
It makes no difference what you want in the Boot and Shoe line,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, acts exactly as mine did when he died
the occasion.
evening.
l, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after with it. I shouldn't be surprised if be
Rev. J. Wallace Cbesbro
Mr. Varney and his widowed sister, No.
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The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

as
metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almoat
Carriei
good as a daily, and yoar Rural Free Delivery
brings it to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, whioh is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, butyou can secure it with

GOOD

is a

AS
A

The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New·York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

Bankrupt's Petition

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

copy.

—

of Maine

Wool Carpets
close out odd patterns and clean

up stock

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Sour

Stomach

N· apatite. loss of strength, nervou»mm, headache. constipation, bad breath,
fenaral debility, sour risings. and catarrh

the 30th ilny of Sept., last vast, he was duly
a<ljudged bankrupt under the Acts of Coognss relating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all bis property and rights of property,
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Act» and of the orders of Court touching
bis bankruptcy.

Wherefore be prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 21st day of Nov., A. P. 1906.
ALVAH J. MARBLE, Bankrupt.

ORDER OP NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maink, ss.
On this 2nd day of Dec., A. D. 1906. on readInz the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by tbe Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the i2nd day of Dec.,
!···.'·. before said Court at Portland, In said Dis-

trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence a*
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the '2nd day of Dec., A. D.
1905.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. s.J
V true copr of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWET. Clerk.

The deeper curvature of the Toric
Lens makes it possible to adjust it
much closer to the eye ; this position
and form both unite to give a much
larger Held of vision than the ordinary lens Tories cost more than ordinary lenses, but then, they are
worth more. If you want the latest
and best lenses see me about Tories.

by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.;

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

Samuel Richards,

$1.8S.

steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

Superb

new

Wharf, Bouton, daily (except Sunday)

SOUTH PARIS.

Wanted.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

LISCOMB,

F.

Wharf, Portland,

Me.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Franklin

Agent,

President

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.
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at

7 P. M.

J.

LENS.

You See the Difference
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stoe. which sells for 50 cents.
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House, Norway,
and ist

month.

Office

to 4 p. m.

I will furnlah DiXJHS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable price·.

Examined free.

and Pictures,

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Pine Lum
Outside work, send In your orders
tier and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Mats, Mirrors
&

Matched Hard

E.
*»«! Su m

Mouldings s,l.

CHANDLER,
Main·-.

nut

Meat Market.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Fresh meats of all kinds
hand.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

constantly

on

pork specialty.
Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

a

Fresh fish arrives every

and paying full market price.

IWTOBMijpTO

T. Thayer,

MARKET

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

buildinge «ad new
OFF AND MAIL TO US.
equipment throughout, revised courses
YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
With large,

To

City

new

has the best facilities in the world for
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough

GIVING FULL INFORMATION

training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street, graduates.
Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent

or

town. upon request. A call at the school will
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERK OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

WOOD ASHES FOR
In any
CAR

SALE|

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
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AS TO RAILROAD RATES
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For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have

law more iftcctive, and 1 most earnestly request (lint you pay hetd to the
report of tin· attorney general on this

our ,"ncfl< to neutral markets
and Navy, Panama Canal and convey
and in cast· of iued to re-enforce our
letter giving you my answer,1 said Kate.
battle line.
Many O.lier Subjec κ
left
«gbted Tom went away sua the next dayover
No. 84&-Prraaûd.
It is a matter of unmixed satisfacthe city. Kate thought the matter
Centrals downward name a celebratPresident Roosevelt's annual mes- tion to call attention to the excellent
until late in the night. Then she decided English poet
ed upon a plan. She would write two sage to congress opens with a jilea for work of the pension bureau, for the vetCHOCOLATS CREAMSe
1. A letter In keel.
letters to Tom, seal them, address and the co-operation of all classes in con- erans of I lie Civil war have a greater
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tinuing the country'· prosperity and In claim upon lis than any other class of
--ter ww
confectioners alike. One would
eno s
add enough
much water,
bis proposal
accept
3. An eager, fixed look.
existing evils, for a "square citizens. To them tirst of all among our
correcting
the and the other would
reject it. She would deal" for everybody, and first takes up
4. To spread thinly.
honor Is due.
place them in the pocket of her coat, go the question of corporations ami rail- people
5. Benedictions.
We cannot have too much Immigrato a train, and, just as it started she
The president
tion of the right sort, and we should
would throw one letter aboard the mail road rate legislation.
Ko. 343.—Central Syaeopatloaa.
have none whatever of the wrong sort.
car without trying to see which one it euys:
to
thick
balliιοί
hostile
and
corpora·
In
the
sense
I am in no
·"*·*
dip your
The syncopated letters read
connection
was.
The questions ariring In
"Kate carried out her plan. She went tions. The corporation has come tel with Chinese immigration stand by
order here given spell what Shake
«ο
lui
to the Union depot, and just as an eastBIUJ« JUUl
s[>eare says has been "slave to thou be
themselves. As 11 people Ave have talked
satisfactory.
bound train started threw one letter
trades uuion has
sands."
much of the open door in China, and we
the
aboard. Then she rushed back into
come to stay. Each
FRENCH CHOCOLATE CREAMS.
1. Syncopate a leaf of the calyx
and quite rightly intend to insist
expect
see
depot and opened the other letter to
do and lias
eau
Mix together «.U, on. P··*
leave to mark with a stamp.
upon justice being shown us by the
bow fate bad decided it for her. With a
»
half
and
doue
good.
great
Ρ
2. Syncopate discovered, and leave granulated sugar
Chinese. But we cannot expect to rescream she dropped into a seat and aleater
Put them in a granite saucey»u
should be
Each
overaffectionate.
ceive equity unless we do equity.
most fainted.'1
favored so long as
At this point the car stopped and tbe
3. Syncopate an animal and leave a
The civil service rule has been amendIt does good. Hut
flexible pipe.
girl stepped aboard. "Did she accept
ed by providing that where the Ineffifteen minutesdropa little
be
should
as
corner
each
the
man
on
asked
the
him?"
a
4. Syncopate the tanned ekln of
κ noon into cold water,
or incapacity comes within the
wnen it «
checked ficiency
sharply
W n the car started.
knowledge of the head of a
sheep and leave to deliver from arrest.
personal
were
words
ber
but
The
acts
It
where
replied,
girl
«ΙΛ·
5. Syncopate to extract the essence
department the removal may be made
drowned by the rumble of tbe car.—
and
law
against
without notice, the reasons therefor beby soaking and leave a pace.
Kansas City Times.
aim
Justice. 1 believe that regulation
ing tiled and made a record of the deetc..
J»"
supervision of great corporations,
Father's Part.
No. 344.—Proffreaalve Baicaa.
of partment.
can be obtained by the eiiactiueut
If I say the first inhabitant of Newi
Our copyright laws need revision.
(Harper's Weekly.)
tbe
congress.
law
by
There is a man living in Waterbury,
York was an 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 I hope
The agricultural conditions of the isleither b\lle or oblong P'eeeemost
and
pressing
Immediate
The
Conn., who is tbe bead of a large family,
one will think 1 2-3-4-5-6-7-8 New York
ands enforce more strongly than ever
concerned
nearly every member of which is a need so far as legislation is
the argument in favor of reducing the
era.
some
of
law
performer on some kind of musical in- Is the enactment into
coated. Lay on oiled paper to dry.
tariff on products of the Philippine Islstrument.
scheme to secure to the agents of the ands
No. 345.—A Fltcht of Stain.
entering the United States.
ORANQE CREAMS.
A Bostonian, who was visiting tbe
government such supervision and reguImmediate steps should be taken for
house of tbe Waterbury man, referred to lation of the rates charged b.v the railΟ Ο Ο
Us. tor » (ooodatlon the «m"
the fortification of Hawaii, nils is tlie
ο ο ο ο ο ο
this fact, remarking that it must be a
„ ,ot
roads of the country engaged in interth, source of great pleasure to tbe
Ο Ο ο ο ο ο
most important point in the Pacific to
family,
as shall summarily and eftrattle
state
ο ο ο ο ο ο
an orange.
Dip in »«.ral time, but to this observation tbe father made
fortify in order to conserve the Interο ο ο ο ο ο
fectively prevent the imposition of un- ests of this country. It would be hard
no reply.
and set on oiled paper to dry.
must
It
rates.
ο
ο
ο
ο ο ο
"Really," continued the Bostonian, just or unreasonable
to overstate the importance of this
bitter taffy.
ο ο ο
"It is remarkable. Your younger son is include putting a complete stop to rev
need.
half
of
Mix
one
together
sugar,
cupful
a cornetlst, both your daughters are bates in every shape and form.
The last tliree letters of each
advocate the adoption of
I
earnestly
In my judgment, the most important
pianists, your wife is a violinist, and I
form the first three letters of the fol
which will explicitly confer
the others are also musicians.
should con- legislation
law
understand,
such
which
provision
lowing word.
oar and butter the size ol an egg.
*
American citizenship on all citizens of
Now what afe you, the father of such a
tain is that conferring upon some comAn animal; a person who Is full
kettle and boil t.ent, m.nutee. musical combination?"
I'orto Illco.
the
power
petent administrative body
fear; fiery; whole; angry; thunder, Pour very thin into the pans.
I earnestly ask that Alaska be given
"I," replied tbe old man, sarcastically, to
case
brought
being
decide upon the
memliers of the human race.
"I am a pessimist."
an elective delegate.
RASPBERRY CREAMS.
before It, this decision to go Into effect
I recommend that Indian Territory
To a dessertspoonful of raspberry jam A THOUSAND DOLLARS1 WORTH within a reasonable time and to obtain
No. 340.—Familier Proverb·.
and Oklahoma be admitted as one state
1
review
to
onward,
thence
subject
from
OF GOOD.
and that New Mexico and Arizona be
A. H. Thurnes, a well known coal by the courts.
admitted as one state.
dip into pink fondant.
roads,
Industrial
car
lines.
All private
operator of Buffalo, O., writes, "I bave
Active work In canal construction,
CHOCOLATE CREAM NUTS.
like
been afflicted with kidney and bladder refrigerator charges and the
has been in progmainly
x trouble for
These candiee are not cooked·
years,
passing gravel or should lie expressly put under the su- ress forpreparatory,
less than a year and a half.
nonnd of confectioner ■ sugar, two stones with excruciating pain. I got no
commerce
interstate
the
of
pervision
teaspoonfuls of cold water, one teaspoon- relief from medicines until I began tak- commission or some similar body so During that period two points about
vanilla and the white, of one
ing Foley's Kidney Cure, \ben the result far as rates and agreements practical- the canal have ceased to be open to
A few doses started the
First, the question of route:
debate.
was
rates are concerned. A rechocolate bricksurprising.
in
duet like fine stones and now I ly affecting
second, the question of feasibility. The
or
in
in
or
mileage
in
icing charges
and press the halves of walnuts or other have no pain across my kidneys and I bate
point which remains unsettled is whethStonwl
nut meats on either eide
feel like a new man. It has done me a u division of the rate for refrigerating er the canal shall be one of sev(*ral
or large raisins can be tilled wit
91000 worth of good." F. A. Shurtleff charges is just as pernicious as a re- locks above sea level or at sea level
same cream.
A Co.
bate in any other way.
with a single tide lock. On tills point
There should be publicity of the acNUT UARS.
said his wife, "I want you counts of common carriers. Only in I hope to lay before the congress at an
"George,"
Chop tine the meats of two or three to discharge that office boy of yours.
early day the findings of the advisory
this way can violations or evasions of
kinds of nuts and mix
board of American aud European enSix times when I tried to call you up by
the law be surely detected.
nuts·
the cream made as in creamed nuts,
'phone*o-day he told me you were out
that an employers' liability gineers.
I
hope
shape into bars and cool.
could
and then snapped me off before I
In addition to sanitating the Isthmus,
and enacted as
ask where you bad gone or when you law will be prepared
CHOCOLATE PEANUT TAFFY.
satisfactory quarters are being providas possible.
would be back."
speedily
ed for employe and an adequate sysThree pounds of white sugar, one cupThe remedy Is to regulate the proYet he went next day and gave the
halt a cnptnl of cid'r 'ioe·
tem of supplying them with wholesome
raise of $3 a week. Such are cedure In Issuing Injunctions In labor
office
izar a lump of butter the size of awalfood at reasonable prices has been
to
the ways of men.
the
Is
judge
by requiring
disputes
created.
Hospitals have been estabadverse
parties
due notice to the
and equipped that are without suQuick changes from hot to cold and give
the writ, the hearing lished
before
granting
and
constitutions
back again try strong
periors of their kind anywhere. During
ex parte If the adverse party doe*
cause, among other evils, nasal catarrh, to be
the past year a large portion of the
water is crisp. Have ready some sheiiea a troublesome and offensive disease. not appear at the time and place orwith which the work Is to be
peanuts, and stir thickly through the Sneezing and snuffing, coughing and dered. What is due notice must depend plant
done has been ordered.
candy. Drop in small pieces on butter- difficult breathing, and tbe drip, drip of upon the facts of the case.
What is needed now and without deed paper.
tbe foul discharge into the throat—all
I recommend an Investigation by the
is an appropriation by the congress
This
are ended by Ely's Cream Balm.
PKANUT BRITTLE.
of commerce and labor of lay
department
honest and positive remedy contains no
to meet the current and accruing exlabor conditions, especial atTake one pint of nuts that have been
general
of the commission. The first
cocaine, mercury nor other harmful in- tention to be
paid to the conditions of penses
What two familiar proverbe are de «helled and chopped. Stir two pounds
Tbe worst cases are cured in
of $10.000.000 out of the
appropriation
over a slow fire, it gredient.
of
labor
child
granulated
and
legislation
labor
sugar
child
lu
the
scribed
picture?
All druggists, 50 cents, or
a short time.
authorized by the Rpooner
$135.000.000
will lump and then gradually melt.
states.
several
the
mailed by Ely Broe., 56 Warren Street, In
act was made three years ago. It Is
When it is clear and of a pale coffee color
ι
The department or commerce,anaiaNew York.
No. 347.—Triple Behetdlnn·
add the nuts and pour quickly on butternearly exhausted. Unless the congress
lUVM
hor should also make a thorough
1. Triply behead glaring and leave to ed tine, making it as thin as possible.
shall appropriate before that time all
"Can't see why you're so smitten with
of the com! liions of womenlB
allow.
work must cease.
her."
MAPLE SUGAR CARAMELS.
ml, «trv
over .',.««.0(10 Amerlcau wo·
2. Triply behead back dues or rents
fin conclusion the president recom"Why, because she's so deucedly pretinto small pieces one pound of
Break
1»
now
and leave part of the head.
mends an increase in the diplomatic
and mix with it one pint of ty."
sugar
maple
8. Triply behead the workroom of a cream. Put into a kettle and cook until
"Beauty's only skin deep."
and consular service and more adebase any
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal. dearth of data upon which to
chemist aud leave the art of epeaklnti it sugars around the
edge of the kettle That's
quate compensation of its members. 1
a
as
regards
trustworthy conclusions
deep enough for me."
well.
and nardens on ice. Stir constantly.
as important as It is vast and
eubject
and
Pour in flat tins and cut in squares.
4. Triply behead to contract
BOY'S LIFE SAVED FROM MEM60 YEARS'
The introduction of woniniipiited
leave a line.
VELVET CANDY.
EXPERIENCE
BRANOUS CROUP.
5. Triply behead a bugaboo and leave
Cook together half a pint of molasses, 1 C. W. Lynch, a prominent citizen of and disturbance In the domestic and
a malicious elf.
one and a half pounde of sugar, half a Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little boy
iift> of the nation. The decrease
pint of water, a quarter cupful of vine- had a severe attack of membranous In marriage, and especially
Wrth
gar.
Ko. 84*.—A Slack oi Cora.
Use a granite kettle. When the] croup, and only got relief after taking
been coincident with It.
has
rate
mixture is boiling add half a teaspoon- Foley's Honey and Tar. He got relief
L Corn that Is a pony.
Recent events have emphasized he
ful of cream of tartar and continue to after one dose and I feel that it saved the
2. Corn that Is a nickname.
TRADE MAP
boil until it crisps in cold water. Stir life of my boy." Refuse substitutes. F. Importance of an early and exhaustive
8. Corn that Is a blossom.
Designs
consideration of the insurance quest on.
well and when almost done add a quarter A. Shurtleff & Co.
a
name.
is
that
4. Corn
girl's
Copyrights Ac.
of a pound of butter and a quarter of a
to see whether It is not possible to fUt
and
a
«ketch
«ending
Anyone
description may
6. Corn that is musical.
teaspoonful of soda. Cool in buttered
Departing Ouest—"Do you permit nl*k better safeguards than the se\er.\
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
le probably patentable. Communie*,
Intention
& Corn that Is a uut.
in
and
as
little—er—
then
to
servante
ordinary taffy. your
pull
pans
accept
»tates have been able to furnish against
tlons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
T. Corn that Is a constellation.
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patenta.
PEPPERMINT AND WINTERGREEN DROPS. presents?
corruption of the flagrant kind which
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
You
Scott!
Landlord—"Great
machine.
Summer
Is
a
8. Corn that
To one pound of sugar add two ounces
ipteial notice, without charge, in the
have you?"
9. Corn that is for candy.
al- haven't any money left,
of water. Set this over the fire
to outline what shape
10. Corn that is part of the eye.
low it 10 come almost to the boiling
a readjustment of the revenues should
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest clrpoint, stirring all the time.
Important to Mottioro.
take, for It Is as yet too e'lHy to say
culatlon of any sclentlBc Journal. Tenns, 13 m
from the fire just as soon as bubbles be- KTainlne carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
WUc and Otherwise.
: four months, $L Sold by all newadealers.
year
whether there will be need for Vt. It
a little,
a safe and rate remedy for Infanta and children,
Follies of life are the amusements gin to rise. Let the syrup cool
whether it Is no
considered
be
should
stirring all the time. Add strong es- and *ee that it
Braach Offlce, β» F SU. Washington, D. C.
we don't care for.
desirable that the tariff laws should
sence of peppermint or wintergreen and
Trouble, like cayenne pepper, iii uot
or In
ns
for
nrovlde
against
is
It
applying
white
paper.
drop on sheets of
very agreeable In itself, but It gives better to keep them in a warm place for
favor of any other nation's maximum
sest to other things.
Add a few drops of cochia few hours.
,ml minimum tariff rate» «
la Use For Over SO Tears.
neal to the wintergreen drops to give a
I shot an arrow Into the a!r:
hv the congress, so as to secure a ceiThe Kind Toe Ban Always Bought.
It fell to earth—I knew not where
good pink color.
taln reciprocity of treatment between
Until a neighbor set up a howl
COMANCHE.
other nations and ourselves.
Because It killed a favorite fowl.
The Heiress—But how can you love
This candy is really only white fudge
I earnestly recommend to the conme when I am so cross-eyed?
poured over a chocolate fudge. Use two
the need of economy and. to this
Suitor—You're not
The
cross-eyed,
Key to tbe Pnaaler.
cupfuls of brown sugar, two cupfuls of dear. Your eyes are bo pretty that they end of rigid scrutiny of appropriations.
No. 832.—Word Square: 1. Tamer. 2. white
sugar, one cupful of milk, a small can't
Every consideration of prudence dehelp trying to look into each other
Agile. 3. Milan. 4. Elate. 5. Uenew.
piece of butter and two squares of choco- —that's all.
addition of the element of
No. 333.--Two States: Idaho. Mary- late. Stir this all the time it is boiling.
to our currency system. Inelastlcltv
vanilla.
After
Flavor
with
land.
removing
COUGHS, COLDS AND CONSTIPA- flation must be avoided, but some proNo. 334.—Transpositions: 1. B-asket. from the fire you must continue to stir
TION.
into
vision should be made that will insure
then
until
it
is
almoet
hard,
pour
skate. 2. F-aree. race. 3. S-tore, rote.
Few people realize when taking cough η larger volume of money during the
buttered pans. To make the white
Central Letter Changes:
No. 3X5.
fudge, use two cupfuls of brown sugar, medicines other than Foley's Honey and fall and winter months than In the less
Spy, sky. Mad. mud. Alp, asp. Shy. two
cupfuls of white sugar, one cupful Tar, that they contain opiates which are
seasons of the year, so that the
sly.
of milk, small piece of butter, size of constipating besides being uneafe, parcurrencv will contract against speculaNo. 33d.—Arithmograph: Facetiously. walnut. Cook as you did the other ticularly for children.
Foley's Honey tion and will expand for the needs of
No. 337.—I*robleni: Five miles.
fudge, only, before it gets hard, add and Tar contains no opiates, is safe and '
will
not
sure
and
constipate. F. A.
No. 33S.-Charade: Foe. toe, graphic— chopped nuts, and pour over the brown
recomre peats his
es iden
Τh
Shurtleff A Co.
fudge.
photographic.
mendation In hi* Inst annual message
CHOCOLATE CARAMELS.
2.
No. 33i>.-Additions: 1. Plight.
Jack—I suppose there is nothing that re^nrdintr federal elections.l
Break into email pieces half a pound pleases a woman more than the devoted
D-ark. 3. C-reel. 4. It-ay. 5. P-lash.
This government will do everything
in
a
sauceit
of
Baker's
of the man of her choice.
attention
chocolate; put
8. I.-one. 7. M-eager.
In its power to secure the success ο
the
devoted
pan with a small cupful of cold water
Bess—Except, perhaps,
Beautifying methods that injure the Boil until a little of it hardens in cold attention of the man of some other girl's The Hague conference ίο the end that
substantial progrès» may be made in
Be water, then stir in two tablespoonfuls of choice.
skin and health are dangerous.
|
beautiful without discomfort by taking butter and two teaspoonfuls of vanilla.
the cause of International peace. Justice
FROM
THE
REFORM and good will.
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. Sun- Turn into buttered pans and cut Into REPORT
faces
use.
35
F.
follow
it·
cents.
a
Should you like soft caramel,
shiny
squares.
SCHOOL.
We must as a nation make It
The Salvation Army
A. ShurtleS A Co. ; Orin Stevens.
stir the mixture hard for several minutes
J. G. Gluck, superintendent, Prunty- dent that we do not Intend to treat the
after you take it from the fire; but
in
all Monroe doctrine In any shape or way invites you to
Lady—"What is the real difference be- should you prefer the sticky kind, add town, W. Va., writes: "After trying we
other advertised cough medicines
as an exeus* for aggrandlremeut ouour
tween an apartment, a flat and a teneto
Christmas cheer and
four tablespoonfuls of molasses to your have decided to use
Foley's Honey and part at the expense of the republics to
ment house?"
sugar when you put it on to oook and Tar ezclnsively in the West Virginia
chilFOUR
THOUSAND poor
Janitor—"In an apartment the ladies
the south. But we must make it evido not stir it after it leaves the stove.
Reform School. I find it the most efdon't have no children; in a flat they has
FIFTEEN THOUSand
dent
that we do not Intend to permit it
TAFFV.
ENGLISH EVEBTON
fective and absolutely harmless." F.
More than two makes any
one or two.
to
be
used
nation
on this contiby
any
AND
men and women*
destitute
Melt one pound of butter and add to it A. Shurtleff & Co.
house a tenement, mum.11
nent as a shield to protect it from the
*
one pound of sugar, and boil
received
Donations
I "You shouldn't treat
A kidney or bladder trouble can al- harden in cold water. Pour into butteryour boy so consequences of Its own misdeeds
Wm.
Colonel
his
break
be
cured
against foreign nations.
spirit."
harshly; you'll
ways
by using Foley's Kidney ed pans and mark off in squares.
"Well, he'll probably get married
Santo Domingo has now made an ap8 East Brookllne Street» Boston, Mm,
Kidney Cure in time. F. A. Shurtlefl &
CANDIED POPCORN.
Co.
sometime, and he might aa well have it peal to u·. and not only every princip e
Boil one cupful of granulated
broken now."
NOTICE·
of wisdom, but every generous instinct
one tablespoonful of butter and three
She—Do yo.i think kissing is danThe subscriber hereby gives notice thai be I
within us. bids ns respond to the apfive
minutes.
is
water
for
Tea
of
Mountain
Hollister's
Rocky
has been duly appointed executor of the last
gerous? He—Very. A friend of mine tablespoonfuls
Then add to the syrup three quarts of simply liquid electricity. It goes to peal. The conditions in Santo Do- will and testament of
stole a kiss once and he foand himself
SUSAN K. LIBBY, late of Paris,
until
new
corn.
Stir
of
of
a
have
for
number
years
quickly
mingo
yonr body, bringing
nicely popped
every part
married inside of six weeks.
the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
It grown from bad to worse until a year In vins
all is evenly mixed, then remove from blood, strength and new vigor.
demanda against the estate of said deha
fire and continue stirring until each make· yoa well and keeps yon well. 35 ago all
are dealred to present the same for settlesociety was on the verge of dis- ceasedand
Clear thinking, decisive aotion, vim
all Indebted thereto are requested to
grain ia separated and crystallized with oents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurt- solution. Under the course taken by us ment,
make payment Immediately.
and vigor of body and mind, the sparkle
leff A Co. ; Ortn Stevens.
candy.
ALBION L. COLE.
stability and order and all the benefits Not. 21st, 1906.
of life, comes to all who use Hollister's
8ALTKD PEANUTS.
of
Santo
are
at
to
last
Tea.
35
cents.
Tea
or
Mountain
peace
coming
Rooky
Robert Clarke, the artiat, tells this
NOTICE.
Shell and akin the raw nuts, and to
Tablets. F. A. Shortleff Λ Co.; Orin
Domingo, danger of foreign intervenThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
of itory:
each cupful of nuta allow a
Stevens.
has been duly appointed administrator of the
One day while out walking with a tion has beeu suspended, and there is a
salt and a tablespoonful of melted but- friend of
of
nls, this friend complained of last a prospect that all creditors will estateMART
C. CORBETT, late of Hartford,
ter or olive oil. Let them stand **
s toothache and asked Mr. Clarke what get Justice, no more and no less.
Old wed—Let's celebrate our golden
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
deliand
brown
on
Una
then
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
he oould advise him to buy as they were
wedding next week. Mrs. Oldwea—But hour, in theput
I do not believe that any army In the demands
Shake and stir fre- In
oven.
against the estate of said deceased are
front of a drug store.
we've only been married 20 years. Old- cately
desired to present the same for settlement, and
quently, so that they will brown evenly.
said Mr. Clarke, "the last time world has a better average of enlisted all Indebted
wed—I know, but we need the gold.
"Why,"
thereto are requested to make payThey should be prepared aa needed, [ had a toothache I went home and my man or a better type of Junior officer, ment Immediately.
as they grow rancid and soften if kept
JOHN 8. HABLOW.
1806.
but
the
Nov.
to
act
should
be
trained
31st,
army
wife kiased it away for me."
Don't be imposed upon by taking subon hand too long.
Provision
stitutes offered for Foley's Honey and
After a moment's pause his friend effectively In a mass.
NOTICE.
PULLED VINEGAR CAHDY.
should be made by sufficient appropriaTar. F. ▲. Shurtlefl Λ Co.
■aid: "Is your wife home now?"
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has I
Stir three cupfuls of granulated sugar
tions for maneuvers of a practical been duly appointed administrator of the 1
A TIMELY TOPIC.
of
A critic complains that good biog- into one and one-half cupfuls of vinegar
kind, for the promotion of exceptional- estate B1IILT
A. CHASE, late of Paris,
,
At this season of coughs and oolds it is
raphies of eminent editors are scarce. until thoroughly dissolved, heat to a
ly meritorious men over the heads of In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
until It veil to know that Foley's Honey and
So are the eminent editors.
gentle boll, and stow
their comrades and for the retirement bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
ropes from the spoon. Turn out upon rar Is the greatest throat and long of all men who have reached a
given desired to present the same for settlement, and I
Foley's Honey and Tar positively cores ! hvnftd well-battered diehee to cool· As remedy. It oures quickly and prevents
all
Indebted thereto are requeued to make paywithout
a
getting beyond
Refuse
giv·» ment
ill throat and lung diseases.
Immediately.
btfUi to poll I lerious results from a oold. F. A. Short* age
ramk.
JAkUU β. WBieaS.
1
off * Go.
rabatitutes. F. A. Shurtlefl A Co.
NOT. «let, 19».

agro^up,

CUSTOM

our navy, and It
years to build up
has now readied a fairly high Standard
of efficiency. This standard must not
only be maintained, but increased
In my I::.-! message· I asked the attention of the congress to the urgent
need of action to make our criminal

rem Ion .of Administra- subject.
To tiie s pread of out* trade in peace
tive Body to Haudle the Mat- and the defense of our llag In war a
merchant marine
t#*r— DihOiiKDMi Trusts, Insur- great and prosperous
is Indispensable. We should hnveships
nnc*·, Kevenue Revision, Army of of.r (ϊλι. j.nd seamen of our own to

Favors (

appointed to a position in an eastern
city. That night he called on Kate and
asked her again to. marry him.
"
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If you

Roofing

really is; if you only knew how easily it can he
put on and how long it lasts; if y«>u only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
Lo you what the
any one can lay it. Let us prove
will
do.
Paroid
lioofing
genuine
Send

for

Free

Sample

"Building Economy."
money. Don't take a cheap imitation.
Λ complété rooting
lasts.
that
the roof
book

and

on

It will
Get the

save

you

geuuim.·—

kit in every rolL

S. P. MAXIM &
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Corned beef and salt

L. M. TUFTS,

FILL OUT. CUT

W.

Wood Floor Board* for sale.

THAYER'S

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

PLEASE SEND

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish!

Tuesday

Picture Frames

She vh standing on a Westport corCemllee «or Chrlatmaa ner waiting for a car when he stopped to
Oifta.
Mo. 340_Λ λ«·« Paul·.
chat with her. The subject of engagements oame up. "A girl friend of mine
Place four feminine name» in eucb
onoe had an awful experience," said she.
order that the initials form a flftb
"Kate had been receiving the attentions
name.
of a young man, whom I'll call Tom, for
several years. Two or three times be
manufactured, are]
No. Stt^AIUtcNtl···.
theβχρβη,|Τβcon- had asked her to marry him, but she had
Supply all the words of a line wltl)|
withheld her answer. One day be was
Homemade

Recommendation·

I

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

Oculist,

President's

I

Ε. Η. PIKE,

will be at Elm

QUESTION.

of
ifles of other nations, always be
We have
greater size than our army.
of
most wisely continued for a number

dat^
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OIBL'S METHOD OP COMING TO ▲
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Kodol MgMts What You Est

Tare

MARBLE, of Romford, In tbe
on

af the stomaah are all due to Indigestion.
This new dlaoovKodol oures Indigestion.
ef dlgeaary represents the natural Juices
tten ae they exist in a healthy stomach,
oetnbinad with the greatest known tonie
aad reeeseUnothre properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cur· dees not only cure lndigeatioa
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
curee all stomach troubles by cleanaing.
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
Ém aMMt membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. 3. S. W «I RiTensvood. W. Va., eqre^"
I «ae totalled «Ma sour stomach fer twenty years.
Kedei eared ne tad we are now using II to milk
torheto."

Sold

11*

County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
ALVAH
said District, respectfully represents that

Chas. F. Ridlon,

ON Κ

|

Discharge.

Bankruptcy.
ALVAH J. MARBLE,
Bankrupt.
To th« Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbe District Court of the United Statu for the District
J.

to

for
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DECORATE.

Black stallion, white ankles
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king.
owned
by
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds,
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

"The Handsomest Horse in
Sired by Oake Dkvil, 2.09, by Mamisiuxo King,
Lord
March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
of
Jewki.
(Dam
the World." Dam Jewel.
large
snip, right hin<l ankle
mare,
2.21
Bay
1-2;)
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; Point Dexter,
Sired
Farm.
by Ai.mo.nt .Ik 1S29.
at
Bred
1886.
Village
white. Foaled June 8,
2 14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-4;
Wardwell,
2.12
3-4;
Bell
of
Hamlin,
Sire
Record 2.20.
2.10 1-4; And 40 other·
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p)
Id 2.30.

COUNT

participate

bringjoy

DIRECT.

Koaled Juno &'>,

hind legi> while.
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white,
Bred at Village Farm.
1902.
Siked by Direct Η αι., 2.04 1-4.

by Mambrino King, 127'.»

Dam, The Countess

Dam of Chlmeebrino (4), 2.28 M, elre ol KlorMu
Chime·· (p), 2.1S 1-4, unit 2 other* In 2.3U.

by Almout, Jr., 1829.

......
2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of Itettl'luary Legatee, 2J1 1-2; Geyser Boy,

2.20 14.

by

3d dam, Mermaid,

of La Oxralutta, 2.29 3-4: jfranilam of
Liicretla, 2.21); litalne, 2.27 1-2; ilam of Almont
Dictator, hire of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

Dictator, 113.

Slater

TERMS

:

125 TO WARRANT.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK.
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Watch for my List
Every Week.
I

now

have

a

large

stock of

Sleighs !
CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
A

MILLINERY
which I

am

selling at your own price.
large lot of House-

I also have a
hold furniture,

Beds, Bedding, Dishes, &c.

which haw been in use
months and are as good

only

few

a

as new.

SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A

A Nice Organ, and many small
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms,
No. 2 Western Avenue, afternoons.

Sleigh

Better

for

—

OTXXX3X1. THINGS.

than you

—

Money

Less

Open Saturday Evening.

can

buy

any-

where else in the coun-

A. Z>.

t#

ing

WHEELER, SOUTH

W. J.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: 925 TO WARRANT.

try.
PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

Olmmn au! bwit lie* the hair,
a Uuuiiant RTi'*'>h.
i'r.jii;.»!.
Never Palls to Beatore Gray
Hair to ita Youthful Co!or.
Cure· »ralp diwa·*· li hair lai. >3.
K»c.acil tlx" at DrugrtU

H. P.

MILLETT,

South Paris, Me.

QUAKER RANGE

dren,

thankfully
Evans,

«Panful

|

uncovered

|

I

...

by

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.
50 CtS,

°0Wn

,n.d 50 cts.

.

put

Week ..

Hobbs'
W·
Variety Store, Norway.

George

